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New Ledger & Times
website online today
Staff Report
The Murray Ledger and
Times website will change
today at 1 p.m., moving over to
a new and improved design.
The Ledger has been working
website
newspaper
with
provider TownNews.com for
the past few months working
on a new layout for the site,
which will offer more to read"We're excited about moving
our website forward and being
able to offer more to the community online," said Alice
Rouse. publisher.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
sunny,
Tuesday.. Partly
Highs in the mid 70s. West
winds around 5 mph.
Tuesday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 40s.
Northwest winds around 5 mph
in the evening becoming calm
atter midnight_
Wednesday. .Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 70s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night. .Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 50s.
Calm winds.
Thursday...Mostly sunny
Highs around 80 Northwest
winds around 10 mph_
night...Mostly
Thursday
clear Lows in the mid 50s.
Friday. Sunny. Highs in the
mid 70s
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Hard Work Adds Up

By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Wnter
N.M.
ALBUQUERQUE.
(AP) — With five weeks left to
Election Day, President Barack
Obama is trying to rekindle
some of his 2008 campaign
magic on college campuses
while also devoting more time
to a relatively new format of
backyard visits that give him
time to explain his policies in
cozy, unhurried settings.
The two-step
strategy, which
will play out in
states
tour
Tuesday and
Wednesday.
confronts
Democrats'
two
biggest
needs: to pump
011artia
enthusiasm
young
into
supporters who may stay at
home this fall, and to persuade
that
voters
undecided
Republican alternatives are
unacceptable.
Obama was in Albuquerque
on Tuesday for the first of three
backyard meetings with voters
this week. He has recently
embraced this form of intimatebut-televised event to defend
arid explain his record on the
economy. health care and other
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Two plead
guilty in
McGowan
death case
Circuit Judge
to sentence
men Oct. 25

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Enc Thurmond. a senior at Calloway County High School, looks to his classmates for help solving a math problem in Vanda
Elliot's AP Calculus class Monday afternoon. Students at CCHS celebrated positive state testing score improvement, especially in math, by wearing business attire for a "Tak!ng Care ot Business" day at the school.

Calloway County students recognized
for latest test score achievements
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Writer
fficials with the Calloway County
Schools are praising district students for academic achievement
reported last week on the Kentucky Core
Content Test, especially in an area that
proved to be a concern last year. After
slipping behind in math at Calloway
County High School last year. the students in the school rebounded this year
by improving nearly 25 points.
Calloway County School
Superintendent Kennith Bargo said he
was particularly proud of CCHS math

0

scores, overall achievement at Calloway County
Middle School and reading and math at the elementary school level.
"A 24-point increase (at
CCHS)is outstanding
and reflects the tremendous effort by the teachers and students," he
Bargo
said. "Calloway Middle
School made gains in
every content area, a testament to the
effort of the students and staff. Our reading and math scores continue to be strong

at the elementary level."
According to David Dowdy, public
relations coordinator for the district, the
overall assessment reflects scores reported by KCCT which are used by the
national No Child Left Behind assessment. Overall, the district was awarded
annual yearly progress honors for 11 of
13 NCLB objectives.
Calloway County High School
Principal Brian Wilmurth said he was
extremely proud of students, teachers and
staff for their hard work in achieving top

•See Page 2A

•See Page 3A
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Census finds record gap
between rich and poor
By HOPE YEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The income gap between the
poorest
and
richest
Americans grew last year to
its widest amount on record
as young adults and children
in particular struggled to stay
afloat in the recession.
The top-earning 20 percent
of Americans — those making more than $100,000 each
year — received 49.4 percent
of all income generated in the
U.S., compared with the 3.4
percent earned by those
below the poverty line,
according to new!y released
census figures. That ratio of
14.5-to-1 was an increase
from 13.6 in 2008 and nearly
double a low of 7.69 in 1968.
A different measure. the
international Gini index.
found U.S. income inequality

at its highest level since the
Census Bureau began tracking household income in
1967. The U.S. also has the
greatest disparity among
industrialized
Western
nations.
At the top, the wealthiest 5
percent of Americans, who
earn more than S180,(XX).
added slightly to their annuai
incomes last year, census d:ata
show. Families at the $50,(X)0
median level slipped lower.
"Income inequality is rising, and if we took into
act.ount tax data, it would be
even more," said Timothy
Smeeding, a University of
Wisconsin-Madison professor who specializes in poverty. "More than other countries, we have a very unequal
income distribution where
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
men's basketball coach,
University's
State
Murray
Kennedy,
Billy
BREAKFAST:
CHAMBER
laughs after telling a ioke at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's Busines:.
event
at Breakfast this morning at the Curtis Center. Kennedy was the keynote speaker at the
and spoke on the upcoming basketball season and gave some tips to the business world
based on his team's training.

•See Page 6A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Two Calloway County men
charged in connection to the
beating death of Carl Douglas
McGowan pleaded guilty to
amended charges during a preliminary hearing in Calloway
Circuit Court Monday afternoon.
Michael S. Lynch, 28, of
Murray entered an Alford plea
of guilty but mentally ill to a
charge of wanton murder its part
of a plea agreement with
Attorney
Comiaonwealth's
Mark Blankenship's office.
Under the agreement, Lynch
will be sentenced to 25 years in
prison. Blankenship said Lynch.
already a convicted felon,
would have to serve at least 85
percent of that sentence before
he will be eligible for parole.
Blankenship said he is satisfied with the deal. A charge of
murder, which may have been
reduced to manslaughter during
a trial, was part of the agreement and was what he considers
a "just result."
"If you are guilty but mental
ill you still get a term. but you
will serve your term in a mental
institution under the department
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III Calloway...
slightly from the previous year.
As always. our staff is already
tanking in socris-c and math
working on ways to see
"They all worked extremely
increased i:nprovements in all
hard and the test scores reflect
areas for student success on the
that hard work," Wilmurth said.
upcoming 2010-2011 test."
"First in the region in science,
East Calloway students
second in math and the only
scored 76.1 in reading. 66.04 in
school to score in the top four
math. 67.27 in science. 62.75 in
in all five categories. We are
social studies and 62.75 in writexcited and already working
ing.
hard to be better next year."
East students have continued
According to a copy of the
to make or maintain progress in
scores provided by the district,
math and writing skills since
CCHS students scored 71 72 in
reading, 61.63 in madi,60 in
2007.
science, 47.35 in social studies
At Southwest Calloway.
and 38.50 in writing. CCHS
increases were reported in
math scores have risen every
math, reading and science.
year since 2007 on the KCCT
"We, like much of the rest of
assessment.
the state, went down in social
CCMS Principal Tawnya
studies and on-demand writing
Hunter said CCMS officials are
scores," said Principal Dennis
also excited about the gains
Fisher."(We met) Monday to
made by students.
breaking down the data
start
"Scores are up in every conand doing what we have to do
tent area ranking us as one of
to get better. I'm very proud of
the top 50 middle schools in
our students. staff, parents with
the state out of 324 tested midtheir commitment to exceldle schools," Hunter said.
lence. This commitment is evi"These gains also put us in the
Top 3 middle schools in the
denced by increases in math,
region and third in the state in
reading and science scores."
science scores by district. In the
Southwest students scored
last four years of reported
87.07 in reading. 85.34 in
scores. our percentage of profimath. 87.14 in science, 66.67 in
cient students in reading has
social studies and 67.82 in writincreased by Ilpercent to 79
ing.
percent, math is up 21percent
North Elementary officials
to 71.5 percent. science is up
are looking for gains in all
14 percent to 83 percent: social
core-content areas in years to
Studies is up 17percent to 68.5
percent and our writing is grad- come.
Students scored 79.60 in
ually improving at 46 percent."
reading. 75.92 in math, 70.59
Hunter said the school's state
in science, 55.34 in social studtransition index of 99 makes
ies and 57.28 in writing.
CCMS the 42nd highest scor"As for North (Calloway
ing middle school in the state.
"We are extremely proud of
Elementary), we are continualour students, faculty and staff
ly making a steady gain in our
for these accomplishments,"
math scores," said Principal
she said.
Melinda Hendley."This year
CCMS students scored 79.44
we are focusing more on
in reading, 71.51 in math.
vocabulary and writing in ail
82.76 in science, 68.49 in
core-content areas. We feel
social studies and 46.58 in writstrongly' that this will insure us
ing.
great gains in all areas."
East Calloway Elementary
Calloway County School
Principal Kathy Crouch said
Kennith Bargo
Superintendent
teachers and staff are very
said he was particularly proud
proud of students for their
of CCHS math scores, overall
accomplishments.
achievement at CCMS and
"Our reading, social studies,
reading and math at the eleand on-demand writing scores
were seen as strengths for our
mentary school level.
school," she said. "The math
"A 24-point increase (at
and science scores decreased
CCHS)is outstanding and
reflects the tremendous effort
by the teachers and students,"
he said. "Calloway Middle
School made gains in every
content area, a testament to the
effort of the students and staff.
Our reading and math scores
continue to be strong at the elementary level."
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TVA inspector general says 'poor' ash management
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
(AP)- The Tennessee Valley
Authority's inspector general
says "poor coal ash management practices and management
culture" led toTVA's December
2008 spill on the Emory River
in Ea.st Tennessee.
The report released Monday
on the inspector general's website describes the spill of sludge
laden with selenium, mercury
and arsenic as "one of the
largest environmental disasters

in U.S. history."
A TVA spokeswoman said
they would have to see the
report before making any comment.
TVA is fighting damage lawsuits and has released reports
that say there is no harm to public health from the 5.4 million
cubic yard spill. The inspector
general says the ash contains
elements "that can be toxic
under certain circumstances."
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FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)- Kentuckians who want to vote in
the Nov. 2 election have less than a week to get registered to vote.
if they haven't already done so.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson said the deadline is next
Monday. County cleric's offices will accept voter registration cards
through the close of business that day.
Grayson said voters who have moved recently also need to
update their voter registration in order u, cast ballots,

Paul continues campaign swing in mountain region
FRANKFORT. Ky. I AP)- Republican U.S. Senate candidate
Rand Paul is continuing his campaign swing through the eastem
Kentucky coalfields on Tuesday.
The Bowling Green eye surgeon has scheduled a news confer
ence in Hazard at 11:30 a.m. EDT to talk about coal issues.
Paul and Democrat Jack Conway have been reaching out to
votes in the mountain region, a key. battleground in the general
election race.
Conway has been criticizing Paul on two issues that are important in the region -drug abuse and coal mine safety. Paul's visits
are intended to shore up support, especially in the GOP stronghold
of southeastern Kentucky.
The two are running for the seat now held by th,e retiring Sen.
Jim Bunning, a 78-year-old Republican who opted not to seek a
third term.

EPA holding coal waste hearing in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The federal government is accepting
input from dozens of speakers in Louisville Tuesday on whether to
regulate the ash waste produced at coal-fired power plants.
The hearing is one of eight set up around the country by the
Environmental Protection Agency. Pm-coal and environmental
groups have organized rallies to be held downtown during the allday testimony.
The disposal of coal ash became a national issue after 5.4 million cubic yards of the waste spilled into and around an eastern
Tennessee river in 2008, causing one of the nation's worst environmental disasters.
The EPA wants input on proposed regulations of the ash. which
contains arsenic, cadmium and mercury.
Speakers from a wide range of backgrounds have signed up to
give comments at the hearing.

Road in Ky. to be dedicated to fallen heroes
FLEMINGSBURG. Ky.(AP)- Kentucky officials arc planning
to dedicate portions of a highway to police officers and firefighters
who died in the line of duty.
A statement from the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet says Sen.
Robin Webb and other state and local officials will dedicate U.S.
60 from Grayson to Olive Hill in honor of five Carter County law
enforcement officers and a firefighter.
The dedication ceremony is Wednesday afternoon and will
include the unveiling of memorial highway signs for officers Jack
Claywell and Glen A. Stephens, Sheriff Coleman Binion,
Constable Elmer Kiser, Deputy Marshal Gus Hall and firefighter
Randy Utley.

Schools too slow in reaching test score goals
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) - - An analysis ot recent statewide test
results shows that Kentucky public schools -- especially middle
arid high schocils-are moving too slowly toward reaching proficiency goals.
The analysis was released Monday and was done by three education advocacy groups. It shows that only 6 percent of Kentucky
high schools are at proficiency or are on pace to reach proficiency
by 2014. the Kentucky educators' target date.
Education consultant Susan Weston, who prepared the analysis,
told the Lexington Herald-Leader that the percentage of Kentucky'
high schools on track for proficiency actually fell from 15 percent
last year.
The analysis shows that only 39 percent of middle schools have
reached proficiency or will reach proficiency by 2014 at their current rate.

Website...
The new format allows for
larger photos with stories, more
photos per story, user commenting on individual stories and
more. Users visiting the site
from a cell phone will be automatically redirected to a mobile
version of the site that is optimized for cell phone viewing.
The site will also "suggest"
related stories to readers based
on the story they are currently
reading.
"It's been a long time coining
and I am glad to see us progressing our web presence with this

Carculatiori
CifiriiialionOnitirta41.41gcr

your dials a reality Know that as an
experienced meinber of the Heritage

update," Rouse said.
Other features on the site
include classifieds and a comtnunity calendar. Everything
from the old site will convert
over, so old stories arid photos
will still be available. One thing
that was not able to be converted is the message board, but
users will still be able to comment on individual stories.
The site will still be located at
www.MurrayLedger.com.
Rouse asked the community to
be patient in the t'irst few days
of the new site as the kinks are
worked out.
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(if corrections," Blankenship
said. "Even if he is declared to
be well by some psychiatrist
then he still has to finish the
term.Blankenship said law enforcement
investigators
and
McGowan's faniily were satisfied with the deal.
"With this not being an intentional murder but just a senseless killing that got out of control in terms of a tight, we had
some reservations that the jury
might go to manslaughter.
I.ynch is the one that we believe
committed all or most of the
violence that resulted in the
man's death." Blankenship said.
When entering an Alford plea,
the accused does not admit guilt
hut does admit the state may
have evidence to prove the stated charge.
While being questioned concerning the plea by Judge
Dennis Foust, Lynch said he
was in agreement.
"It's an all right offer." he
said. "1 never denied the fact
that we had an altercation."
Lynch was represented by
attorney Cheri Decker of the
Kentucky Department of Public
Advocacy's Murray office.
Decker said Lynch has shown
remorse for McGowan's death
and his part in it.
"Mr. Lynch is sincerely sorry
for any role that he played in
Mr. McGowan's death." Decker
said. "Mr. McGowan's death
was very unfortunate and the
result of many factors at work
that night, including some very
important factors beyond Mr.
Lynch's control. This plea
agreement takes into account
some of the factors that contributed to Mr. McGowan's
death, especially those factors
that Mr. Lynch could not control."
Also entering an Alford plea
of guilty in connection to the
crime was Timothy Adams, 30,
of Main Street. He pleaded to
second-degree manslaughter
and tampering with evidence in
the case. Adams had been
charged with complicity to murder and tampering with physical
evidence. According to Adam's
agreement with Blankenship's
office'. he will be required to
serve a total of 12 years. 10
years on the manslaughter
charge and two for tampering. to
run consecutively. Adams had
been on eight years parole stem-

ming troni previous charges, it
was reported.
"So we saw it as basically getting a 20-year package on him."
Blankenship said.
Both men were scheduled to
stand trial under the original
charges beginning today: however that trial has been canceled.
Both Lynch and Adams were set
for sentencing on Oct. 25. in circuit court.
Blankenship said Adams
involvment amounted to driving
Lynch to the scene and helping
to dispose of McGowan's body.
Two other persons charged
with complicity in the crime
have already had their sentences
settled. Previously pleading
innocent to complicity to murder were Tiffany Adams, 18, of
Main Street, Murray, and
Jessica Johnson, 19, of
Columbus Lane. Both women
served six months in jail. Under
a plea agreement. Johnson
signed up for six months of
alcohol and drug rehabilitation
and is set to graduate soon.
According to Blankenship.
drugs and alcohol may have
played a significant part in the
crime.
"Adams is in a discharge situation on the condition she not
get into any more trouble."
Blankenship said. "They ended
up with drug-related misdemeanor convictions and we did
that on the front end to try to get
more information about what
really happened out there."
Blankenship said he would
have considered charges against
the two women for not reporting
the crime to police after the fact.
But Kentucky law, presently,
does not allow for it. Except for
automobile accidents. charges
can not be brought against an
individual for not reporting a
crime: even a crime as serious
as murder. according to
Blankenship.
According to Calloway County
Sheriffs Department investigators. McGowan's body was found
near the intersection of Ky. 280
and Douglas Road near
Concord in October 2(X19 after he
had been reported missing by
family members. An autopsy'
determined that McGowan's
death was a homicide caused by'
blunt force trauma. CCSO officials said they believe the crime
happened at the intersection
where the body was found and
that Lynch allegedly assaulted
McGowan while the others did
nothing to stop it.

Gallup: Depression up 25 percent on Gulf after oil
By JAY REEVES
Associated Press yVriter
ORANGE BEACH, Ala.
(AP) — Before the BP oil spill,
the Gulf Coast was a place of
abundant shrimping, touristtilled beaches and a happy if
humble lifestyle. Now, it's
home to depression, worry and
sadness for many.
A Gallup survey released
Tuesday of almost 2,600 coastal
residents showed that depression cases are up more than 25.
percent since an explosion
killed II people and unleashed a
three-month gusher of crude
into the Gulf in April that ruined
many livelihoods. The conclusions were consistent with
trends seen in smaller studies
and witnessed by mental health
workers.
People just aren't as happy as
they used to be despite palm
trees and warm weather. A
"well-being index- included in
the Gallup study said many
coastal residents are stressed
out. worried and sad more often
than people living inland, an

indication that the spill's emotional toll lingers even if most
of the oil has vanished from
view.
Margaret Carruth is among
those fighting to hang on.
Her hairstyling business
dried up after tourists stopped
coming to the beach and locals
cut back on nonessentials like
haircuts. All but broke and
unable to afford rent, Carruth
packed her belongings into her
truck and a storage shed and
now depends on friends for
shelter.
"I'm a strong person and
always have been, but I'm
almost to the breaking point,"
says Carruth.
The Gallup survey was conducted in 25 Gulf-front counties
from Texas east to Florida over
eight months before and after
the spill. ending Aug. 6. People
reported 25.6 percent more
depression diagnoses after then
spill than before it. although the
study didn't conclude the additional cases were tied directly to
the oil.

AP Pnoto,Eci kemice
WORLD EQUESTRIAN GAMES: Actor William Shatner performs during the recent opening ceremonies for the World
Equestrian Games in Lexington

Calls for longer school years face budget reality
By KAREN MATTHEWS
Associated Press Wnter
NEW YORK (API — President
Barack Obama's call for a longer
school day and year for
America's kids echoes a similar
call he made a year ago to iittle
effect. illustrating just how
deeply entrenched the traditional
school calendar is and how little
power the federal government
has to change it.
Education refurmers have long
called for U.S. kids to log more
time in the classroom so they cln
catch up with their peers else-

where in the world. but resistance
from leisure-loving teenagers
isn't the only reason there is no
mass movement to keep schoolchildren in their seats.
Such a change could cost cashstrapped state governments and
local school districts billions of
dollars, strip teachers of a timehonored perk of their profession,
and irk officials in states that
already. bridle at federal intrusion
into their traditional control over
education.
"If you extend the school year
for. say. five days. you're pay ing

tig another week of salaries.
another week of utilities and
another week of fuel for. in South
Carolina. 5.700 school buses."
said Jim Foster. a spokesnian for
the South Carolina Department of
Education.
Obama told NBC's Matt Lauer
on the -Today" show Monday
that the U.S. school year is too
short.
"The idea of a longer school
year, I think, makes sense." he
said. He did not specify how long
that school year should be. but
said U.S. students attend classes,

on average. about a month less
than children in most other
advanced countries.
U.S. schools through high
school offer an average of 180
instruction days per year. according to the Education Commission
of the States. That compares to an
average of 197 day•s for lower
grades and 196 days for upper
grades in countries with the best
student achievement levels.
including Japan. South Korea,
Germany and New Zealand.

OPEN HOUSE

Emanuel decision
near; likely to
leave White House
By BEN FELLER
AP White House
Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
White House chief of staff
Rahm Emanuel, widely expected to leave the White House to
make a long coveted run for
Chicago mayor, could make an
announcement on_ his- decision
as soon as Friday, a source
close to him said.
Emanuel has not made a final
decision, said the person familiar with Emanuel's thinking,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity for that reason. The
dominant factor at this point is
the impact the move and the
campaign would have on
Emanuel's wife and three
young children. who live with
him in Washington. the source
said.
Should Emanuel leave the
White House, President Barack
Obama is expected to choose
an interim chief of staff. That's
likely to be Peter Rouse. one of
Obama's senior advisers in the
White House and his former
chief of staff in the Senate.
Emanuel long has expressed
interest in running for Chicago
mayor; the incumbent. Richard
Daley, isn't running again.

Saturday. Oct. 2• 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
during Hazel Day
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Dems to punish firms that export jobs
%% %stirs:

1.A13)
ihat close
t. S
domesiit planis and open nett
ones ,,s erseas %%oak' see their
laves imreasc under a bill
Denicklats are bringing below
I tiesday tor one of
the
the last wies before lawmakers
head home tor the Noy ember
eleoion
G.inpaines that import jobs
ould get nev. tax
to the t
ssompanli,

breR
a'
ke publi,..ans and possibly a
Demotrais are evpected to
blods the hill on a procedural
oie luesday Thi:y say the tay
nt re.1•C• %%Mild Make U.S.
companies less competitne.
Demotrats orchestrated the
%ote to slims ss mpathy ith 01els ho belie% e American jobs
ae being lost hccause tr.S. coinpanies are outsourting them
oi, Orseas.

With the economy still sluggish and unemployment hovermg near II) percent. Democrats
hope to use the issue to SCOfe
points v. ith 4.1., as they fight
to maintain majonties in both
the House and Senate.
"We're going to take away
the incentives corporations have
to send our jobs overseas. and
give them powerful new incentives to keep American jobs in
America." said Senate Majority'
Leader Harry Reid. D-Nev.
"Right now our tax code
actually re% anis corporations
for offshoring jobs. It helps
them pay. the costs of closing
their plants and offers them tax
breaks if they move production
to other countries.**
'The hill would exempt companics that import jobs from
paying the 6.2 percent Social
Security payroll tax for new

referendum on the debate we're
having on the floor of the Senate
right now."
Republicans argue the tax
cuts would be difficult to administer and the tax increases would
hurt international corporations
that employ U.S. vairkers.
"Let's have votes on real job
creation incentives and let's get
out of this gamesmanship," said
Sen. Chuck Grassley of Iowa.
the top Republican on the taxFinance
Senate
writing
Committee.
The tax increases total $369
million over the next decade.
according to a preliminary estimate by the nonpartisan Joint
Taxation.
on
Comniittee
Combined with the tax cut. the
bill would add an estimated
$721 million to the budget
deficit over the next decade.

l'.S. employees who replace
overseas workers who had been
doing similar work.
The two-year exemption
would be available for workers
hired over the next three years.
The UR CUL -estimated to cost
about SI billion - would be
partially offset hy tax increases
on companies that move jobs
overseas.
The bill would prohibit firms
from taking deductions for business expenses associated with
expanding operations in other
countries.
It would increase taxes on
U.S. companies that close
domestic operations and expand
foreign ones to imixirt products
to the U.S.
"We're just a few weeks
away from an election," said
Sen. Dick Durbin. D-III. "I wish
this election would be a simple

Segway owner believed to have died on a Segway
LONDON i AP)- All ixilice
found at the bottom of a cliff
was a man's body in a frigid
river and a Segway.. the twowheeled electrit de% ice that was
supposed to re% olutionize personal transpon.
It yy as Jimi Heselden. a onetime laid-off coal miner turned
self-made millionaire who had
bought the Segycay company
only 111 months earlier. He
apparently fell to his death while
riding onc ot the sleek blackand-silver scooters. Authorities
said Monday his body was
found in the River Vsharle at the
base of a 30-foot cliff.
)ciails remained sketchy -police .say only. that the death
m as not suspicious. meaning
foul play' is not suspected - but
the incident seems certain to
raise fresh questions about the
safety of the Segway. which is
banned on British motorways
and in some U.S. cities because
of safety concerns.
A witness reported seeing a
man fall Sunday over a 30-foot
inine-metert drop into the river
near the village of Boston Spa.
140 miles north of London. The

remote. heavily. forested area.
not far from Heselden's country.
estate. is popular with hikers.
A family' spokesman released
a statement saying the "exact
circumstances of the accident
are still being clarified and will,
of course. be the subject of an
inquest." The farnily "has been
left devastated by the sudden
and tragic loss of a much-loved
father and husband." the
spokesman said.
Somber family members v isiced the accident site Monday. placing wreaths - but they
asked for privacy. Heselden. a
high school dropout who went
on to make a fortune developing
a blast wall system used to protect troops in Iraq and
Afghanistan. never abandoned
his gritty roots. He used his
money to help people in the
working-class area around
Leeds where he grew' up, earning folk hero status there.
The 62-year-old Heselden
had bought control of the
Bedford. New. Hampshire-based
Segway in December.
The company's unique twowheeler was introduced with
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but the machine toppled over
when he tried to get on it.
Piers
journalist
Celebrity
Morgan also took a tumble on
one-the video can be seen on
Youllibe, along with dozens of
mishaps.
Segway
other
HeseIden's death prompted new
questions about the safety
record of the battery-powered
Segway, which is stabilized by.
gyroscopes and can travel at
speeds up to 12.5 mph (20 kph).
The company recalled all its
U.S. vehicles in 2(816 because of
a software problem that could
make its wheels reverse direction. causing riders to fall off.

much fantare in 1999 by its
founder,
Dean
American
Kamen. as a means of transport
that was more protective of the
environment than other scooters
and automobiles. The company
times
claims the Segway is
more efficient than the average
American car. It can be used
indoors because it has no emissions. making it popular with
some police departments and
private security firms, which use
it to patrol indoor malls.
But it has also been linked to
some high-profile mishaps.
President George W. Bush
famously. tried one out in 2003
at his famil:c's estate in Maine.

Los Angeles bakes
in 113 degree heat
sweat rolling down my back
right now." graphic designer
Christine Nguyen.
said as she carried a suitcase
full of materials to a downtown
appointment. "I can't wait to get
home and take a cold shower."
Commuters waiting for buses
sought even the slight shelter of
the 6-inch-wide shadows of
light poles.
Jorge Marin, 49. sang a song
from his church as he waved an
orange flag along a sidewalk to
beckon drivers into his parking
lot.
"Like a ray of sun falling
upon me, it bums. how it burns."
he sang in Spanish.
The giant Los Angeles
Unified School District canceled
all outdoor activities, including
sports competitions and practices. Thousands of heat-related
power outages were reported.
More than 30.(XX) Southern
California Edison customers
were without power at 8 p.m.
Monday. spokeswoman Mashi
Nyssen said. Some of the cities
affected include Santa Monica,
Compton, Whittier and West
Hollywood.

LOS ANGELES (AP) California's blistering fail heat
wave sent temperatures to an alltime record high of 113 degrees
Monday in downtown Los
Angeles, and many sought
refuge at the beach or in the
shade. Downtown hit 113
degrees for a few minutes at
about 12:15 p.m.. breaking the
old all-time record' of 112
degrees set on June 26, 1990.
said Stuart Seto. a weather spejails( at the National Weather
Service office in Oxnard.
Temperature records for downtown date to 1877. The historic
mark was part of an onslaught of
temperatures well over 1(X)
degrees in many cities ranging
from Anaheim, home of
Disneyland, to San Luis Obispo,
Santa Cruz and Salinas on the
usually balmy Central Coast.
Many records were set or tied.
Firefighters carried heavy
hoses up hills to battle a small
but persistent brush fire west of
Los Angeles in Thousand Oaks
while other workers in less
strenuous jobs also struggled
through the day.
"I literally have beads of
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Obituaries
VVilliam Carroll Avery
lam Carroll AY ery, 67. of Pegra.m. Tenn.
tor
will be held tomorrow. Wednesday, Sept. 29 at 12:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Cheatham County Funeral Home. Bunal
will be. at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 29, at the
Middle Tennessee Veteran's Cemetery in Nashville.
Tenn. with military honors. Visitation will be
Wednesday. from 10 a.m. to funeral hour at the funeral home.
Avery' died Saturday. Sept. 25, 2010 at his home.
He was a Vietnam veteran serving in the U.S. Arrny and he
worked for the Cheariam County Sheriff Department under Sheriff
Doris Weakley and Shenff Pat Chandler.
Avery was preceded in tieath by. his parents, Carroll R. Avery and
Rebecca Wells Avery.
In addition to his wife, Dell Marie Rowlett Avery of Pegram,
Tenn.. he is survived by' his daughters. Rebecca Avery and Paula
Ciero: his sisters, Martha Nell Norsworthy and Linda Lee Avery' of
Murray; his grandchildren. Dustin William Avery anti Joshua
Ronald Bradshaw; and his in-laws, Don and Glenda Rowlett.
Arrangements are handled by Cheatham County Funeral Home.

Mae Belle Tynes Degonia
Funeral services for Mae Belle Tynes Degonia, 58, of Mayfield,
will be held today, Tuesday, Sept. 28 at 1 p.m. at the Brown Funeral
Home in Mayfield with the Rev. Mark Dowdy officiating. Burial
will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be J.R. Peoples, Michael Menser Brandton
Tynes. Matt Ellegood, Daniel Tynes and Jeremy Tynes.
Degonia died Friday, Sept. 24, 2010, at 12:05 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital.
A factory worker and an office manager, she worked at the former Curlee Clothing. Mayfield Manufacturing, Mary Nell and
Mayfield Cap.
In addition to her parents. Leonard Russell and Eunice Lee
Morris Tynes. she was preceded in death by a sister. Martha Tynes:
and two brothers. Louis Tynes and Wilton Tynes.
She is survived by.. her husband, William Degonia of Mayfield;
three daughters, Karen Elaine Hastings and Pasha Dutrain, both ot
Lexington. and Chelsea Hastings of Mayfield: a son, Andrew
Hastings of Lexington: five sisters, Mary Thom of Dexter, Delorse
Hanks of Troy, Tenn., Edna Doke of Joplin. Mo., and Tina Menser
and Janie Peoples, both of Mayfield; four brothers, Gary and James
Tynes. both of Mayfield, Dean Tynes of Fancy Farm, and Larry
Tynes of Newburg. Ind.: three grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.
Arrangements are handled by the Brown Funeral Home in
May field.

Melinda Sue Noles
Grsis c.,ide services for Melinda Sue Noles, 56, of Calvert City,
v. ill he held today, Tuesday. Sept. 28 at I p.m. at the graveside in the
Benton Cemete6 with the Honorable Mike Miller
and the Rev. Joe Daryl Thorn officiating. Interment
will follow in the Benton Cemetery.
Noles died Saturday, Sept. 25. 2010, at 5:40 a.m.
at the Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
The daughter of the late Weldon Notes and the
late Garnetta (Mabry) Noles, she was a member ot
the First United Methodist Church in Benton and
attended the Marshall County Exceptional School
from 1967 until 1.991.
She is survived by her sister, Jeanette Darnall of
Nolo,
Benton; her brother, James Willis Notes of Benton:
several nieces anti nephew's of Murray and Hardin:
and several great-nieces and great-nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Marshall County
Exceptional School, P.O. Box 423, Benton, Ky. 42025.
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by the Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Survey: Americans don't
know much about religion
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
new survey of Americans'
knowledge of religion found
that atheists, agnostics, Jews and
outperfonned
Mormons
and
Roman
Protestants
Catholics in answering questions about major religions,
while many respondents could
not correctly give the most basic
tenets of their own faiths.
Forty-five percent of Roman
Catholics who participated in
the study. didn't know that,
according to church teaching.
the bread and wine used in Holy
Communion is not just a symbol. but becomes the body and
blood of Christ.
More than half of Protestants
could not identify Martin Luther
as the person who inspired the
Protestant Reformation. And
atxxit four in 10 Jews did not
know that Maimonides. one of
the greatest rabbis and intellectuals in history, was Jewish.
The survey released Tuesday
by the Pew Forum on Religion
& Public Life aimed to test a
broad range of religious knowledge. including understanding
of the Bible, core teachings of
different faiths and major figures in religious history. The
U.S. is one of the most religious
countries in the developed
world. especially compared to
largely secular Western Europe,
but faith leaders and educators
have long lamented that
Americans still know relatively
little atxxii religion.
Respondents to the survey
were asked 32 questions with a
range of difficulty, including
whether they' could name the
Islamic holy book and the first
book of the Bible, or say what
century the Mormon religion
was founded. On average, participants in the survey answered
correctly.. overall for half of the
sury ey questions.
Atheists and agnostics scored
highest. with an average of 21
correct anstyers, while Jews and
Mormons followed with about
20 accurate responses.

Protestants overall averaged
16 correct answers, while
Catholics followed with a score
of about 15.
Not surprisingly, those who
said they attended worship at
least once a week and considered religion important in their
live often performed better on
the overall survey. However.
level of education was the best
predictor of religious knowledge. The
top-performing
groups on the survey still came
out ahead even when controlling
for how much schooling they
had completed.
about
On
questions
Christianity. Mormons scored
the highest. with an average of
about eight comet answers out
of 12, followed by white evangelicals. with an average of just
over seven correct answers.
Jews, along with atheists and
agnostics, knew the most about
other faiths, such as Islam.
and
Buddhism, Hinduism
Judaism. Less than half of
Americans know that the Dalai
Lama is Buddhist, and less than
four in 10 know that Vishnu anti
Shiva are pan of Hinduism.
The study also found that
tnany Americans don't understand constitutional restrictions
on religion in public schools.
While a majority know that public school teachers cannot lead
classes in prayer, less than a
quarter know that the U.S.
Supreme Court has clearly stated that teachers can read from
the Bible as an example of literature.
"Many Americans think the
constitutional restrictions on
religion in public schools are
tighter than they really are."
Pew researchers wrote.
The survey of 3,412 people.
conducted between May and
June of this year, had a margin
of error of plus or minus 2.5 percentage points, while the margins of error for individual religious groups was higher.
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CC-American Red Cross
will offer CPR class

Computer
Lab for
senior
citizens to
be held

The Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will offer a Community
Lay Responder CPR Class on Saturday, Oct.
23, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, contact the Red Cross Office by noon on
Friday. Oct. 15. at offfce@callowaycoredcross.org or 753-1421.
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FRYSC council to meet

The Murray State University
Continuing
Center
for
Academic
Education
and
Outreach will offer a free
Computer Lab for Senior
Citizens course this fall.
The course. CSC 1(X), will
meet Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 5-5:50 p.m.
Compassionate Friends to meet
Photo provided
beginning Oct. 12. Class meetThe Compassionate Friends will meet this Thursday. Sept. 30, in REUNION: The Calloway County High School Class of 1975 held its 35th class reunion on ings will be held in Room 306
the Private Dining Room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital at Aug. 14, at the Big Apple in Murray. Sixty-four classmates were in attendance.
of the Lowry Center on campus,
7:30 p.m. The Compassionate Friends is a support group founded to
and will run nine weeks, concluding Dec. 7.
encourage bereaved parents who have lost children through illness.
Senior citizens are •encouraccident, suicide or other tragic circumstances. For more informa
aged
to take advantage of this
at
762-1274.
tion. call Chaplain Kerry Lambert
opportunity. which will teach
the fundamentals of computer
science. Basics in keyboarding,
Overeater's Anonymous to meet
program use, and internet
Overeater's Anonymous, a I2-step recovery group for all types of
browsing will be taught. along
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
with other skills.
Mettaxlist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information.
Enrollment in the class is
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-885(1.
free of charge for seniors 65 and
older who are residents of
Kentucky. This includes the iniNarcotics group will meet
tial course fee, application fee
Narcotics Anonymous vvill meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
and a long-term visitor pass for
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information. call 753-8419 or I
student use. Seniors may also
(877)447-2004.
enjoy the benefits of an MSU
RacerCard ID for only $12.50.
Benefits include free access to
TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
library services. athletic events
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
and MSU theatre programs.
The Murray State University
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Continuing
Center
for
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753and
Academic
Education
6646.
Outreach was created to provide
educational opportunities for
Aurora Baptist to host concert
students and the community
classroom.
beyond
the
Aurora Baptist Church will host a free live concert in the church
Computer Lab for Senior
Saturday
Festival.
Oct.
1-3.
Aurora
Country
parking lot during the
Citizens is designed specifically
performances are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and feature For Heaven's Sake.
for those with little teclmologiGrady
Singers.
Anointed
Voices,
Hallelujah Singers, New Harmony
Photo by Sang, Teague
cal experience in hopes that
Neblett and Echos From Calvary. Sunday performances are 1-5 p.m. RECOGNITION: The Calloway County Domestic Violence Task Force celebrated its seniors will benefit from the
and feature the Aurora Baptist Singers, Home Again Singers and Appreciation Day with a quiche luncheon on Friday, Sept. 17. Pictured are the recipients of COUTSC.
For questions regarding the
The Erwin Family. There will be a food booth serving hamburgers. certificates of appreciation, representing various organizations in the community.
course or to enroll, contact
hot dogs. chili, beans, cornbread. nachos and cheese. desserts and
Bonita Hale or Dan Lavit at
sodas. Proceeds from the food booth benefit the Aurora Baptist
(270)809-4150.
Church building fund. For more information. c.ontact Kara at (270)
227-37(X).
•
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their circuit coun clerks' office. Trust For Life. There are cur- ••
Special to the Ledger
Linda Avery.. Circuit Court
"Linda is a true champion of rently over 938,000 names on :: Baby Registry :
Kentucky Lake 5K race to be held
Cleik of Calloway County. has donation. Her commitment to the Kentucky Organ Donor
•
Dacia & Jeremy Earger
j•
Kentucky Lake 5K Race will be held at Kenlake State Resort Park been selet..ted to serve on the
•
D O
this cause has allowed our Registry.
the
available
7-8:45
a.m.
behind
on Oct. 2. at 9 a.m. with packets
••
Bland & Andrew Cunnincparn
Board of Directors of the organization to grow throughout
"Our entire Board is comtnit- •
_ •_
Tennis Center. This is a challenging course of rolling hills and Kentucky Circuit Coun Clerks'
the years. and we are thrilled to ted to increasing names on the •• "el el Burkey & Alex Mason •
slopes on beautiful Kentucky Lake. Entry fee is $15 pre-registration Trust For Life. The Kentucky
•
•
Donor
Organ
have her lead our organization Kentucky
.
kksty & Jamie Carson
•
or $20 day of race. For entry. forms. visit www.horsesinc.org, click Circuit Court Clerks' Trust For as we embark on this important Registry. and I look forward to
•
•
on Events and more info on 5K or call(270)205-1441. All proceeds Life is a 501c(3) non-profit public awareness campaign. We serving on the Board to advance
Whitney &Jay Clark
benefit H.O.R.S.E.S.. Inc. Therapeutic Riding Center for individu- organization that promotes the hope to reach a milestone in this important mission in our P;
r! Emily & Kevin Cunningham •
als with special physical, mental or emotional needs.
great need for organ and tissue Kentucky. by.. adding I million Commonwealth,explain.
•
throughout
the names to the Kentucky Organ Linda Avery.
donation
chasity & Bill Harrod
;
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Donor Registry by the end of
For more information. call
Art tontest requests submissions
— Ashley Hargiove &Jimmy Bynum
•
•
There are over 108.(XX) men. 2010,e-mail
(866)
945-5433.
.
Shelley
explains
youth
contest
for
area
Battlefield
hosts
art
Fort Donelson National
Elizabeth 8, Andrew Harwell
•
in the U.S. Heavrin. Executive Director. info@trustforlife.org or go to
and
children
women
in 4. 5, 8 and Ilth grades from Calloway County. Stewart County
on the waiting list for a life-sav- Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks' www.trustforlife.org.
Lindsay &Russell Hughes
and Houston County. Students may draw, paint or sculpt about the
ing transplant, and right now.
topic of Fort Donelson National Battlefield. Artwork must be no
Afisha Lynn & Ed Johnson
almost 7(X) Kentuckians are in
Urgent news for people who had
larger than 9 X 12. Sculptures or other three-dimensional artwork
Shelley &Jeremy McKeel
need of this gift of life.
may not exceed 24 inches in height, width or depth. Include the stu•
In 21X8), 286 successful organ
▪
& Michael Mohler
Miranda
artwork.
the
•
dent's name, school. and other contact information to
transplants were perfomied in
•
Several hip replacement systems used since 2003. including
Deadline to enter contest is Oct. 15. Artwork must be postmarked Kentucky. It is estimated that
•
Becky & Dustin Murphy
ones made by DePuy and Zimmer, have been recalled or
by Oct. 15 or delivered to the park visitor center by 4:30 p.m. twice as many could hav.e been
had sales suspended due to •n increased need for •
N,cole & Chris Norsworthy
b•
second hip replacement. If you had or need a second hip
Children of National Park Service. Regions Bank, or Eastern performed if more people said
- _
replacement or are having unexpected hip problems, call
W•
call
(931
I
Rebecca & Tim O'Bren
National employees may not enter. For more information.
us now for a free consultation at 1-800-THE EAGLE Itoll-freet
1/.•
*yes' to donation.
No fees or costs until your case settles. We practice law ouly
232-5706.
W•
Megan & Danny Oliver
Kentucky. is taking strides in
in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.

Datebook

The Family Resource Youth Service Center
Sena Teague,
(FRYSC) Advisory Council will meet
Community
Wednesday. Sept. 29. at 12:30 p.m. in the west
editor
conference room of the Murray Board of
Education.

Avery to serve on organ donor board

HIP REPLACEMENT

Merryman House asks for help
Merrytnan House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway
County has retwested help for items needed to assist clients that
have been misplaced from their pennanent homes due to violence.
Many of these individuals have children. Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper. paper towels, razors, feminine
hygiene products, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap. laundry
detergent. bleach. cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For more
infomiation on how and where to make a donation. call 759-2373.
All donations are tax deductible. Merryman House is a United Way
agency.

lowering the number of people
waiting through statewide
advenising and awareness campaigns. The circuit clerks are
vital to building the donor registry because they ask each person obtaining their license or ID
card if they would like to place
their name on Kentucky's Organ
Donor Registry. Over 98 percent
of names on the Kentucky
Organ Donor Registr) sign up at
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LIMO'', Ill
M
campaign
I 'cm,
.rats ill host hundi
'La tics' naimma Rte.
aid Mania m. ill hold othei
below No% 2(0 yk arn
.01.1, that the -hope and
!hinge" they embraced two
%ears ago is at risk il
Republicans
sweep
these
midterm elections.
Ifs not clear that either format
close the "enthusiasm gap"
Mat pollsters szt separates dis% ouraged liberal v oters from
:mergiied conser% atives
ho
might lift Republicans to huge
gains in congressional and
gubernatorial races.
Nlany frustrated Democrats
want Marna to recapture his
crowd-sway ing chann. A rally
III a big college toun like
Madison might do the trick. But
Obama isn't on the ballot this
time. and Democrats are 111 a
defensive crouch. trying to con% ince voters that the administration's e‘panded health care benefits. stimulus spending and
other initiativ es deserve more
credit than they .re getting.
()baina wants Democratic 10 alists to be less apologetic and
more forceful in asserting that
he and the Democratic-controlled Congress are trying to
move the tountry liirward and
Republicans would return to the
policies of George W. Bush.
White House officials say
House GOP members made that
task a hit easier last week by.
V.111.11

ht.',.'.1111.'

I eg.1111

they lost in .20oh.
Manta told stmktit journalists
$lotidav 111,11 the Republicans
hay: signaled plans
giv e $4
tulhon vvorth ot tav
$700 billion ot those going
millionaitx
,mid billionaires.
each ot %Omit .xotild get on
awrage 's1(10.0011check.( Mania \%aitts to roll hack the
Bush-cia tax cuts lor households making more than
$250.001) a way -That's hig
choice.- he told the college
Journalists. -I-hit has big consequTchnecesp.resident has embraced
the backyard settings as a way
to hear questions and concerns
from ordinary --- and almost
always friendly — voters. and
to prov ide details about what
he's trying to do.
He will use the format to continue hitting Republicans on
their "pledge." said White
House communications director
Dan Pfeiffer. The Albuquerque
eL.vi.e
l int will focus largely on eduon. Pfeiffer said. adding that
the tiouse Republican plan
would make severe cuts in fed
eral education spending.
Mama is also scheduled to
backyard
hold
events
Wednesday in Des hloines.
Iowa. and Richmond. Va..
before returning to Washington
that night.
Obama told the college journalists Monday that he v. ill tell
young people in Madison they
shouldn't lose their hope and
enthusiasm for the issues that
excited them in 2008. including
better health care and a more
secure economic future.
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KYSER LOUGH , Ledger & Times
CONCERT: Musician Jason Mraz. right. performed at the CFSB Center Sunday night with opening act Luc and the Lovingtons
to a crowd of approximately 2.600. Mraz sung many of his newer hits and brought members of the audience on stage at various points, including Matt Jehnke. left, of Paducah.
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dents in Katy F

Some U.S. executions held up by shortage of drug
By ANDREW WELSHHUGGINS
AP Legal Affairs Wnter
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AN —
Some executions in the U.S.
have been put on hold because
of a shortage of one of the drugs
used in lethal injections from
coast to coast.
Several of the 35 states that
rely on lethal injection are either
scrambling to find sodium
thiopental — an anesthetic that

renders the condemned inmate
unconscious — or considering
using another drug. But both
routes are strewn with legal or
ethical roadblocks.
The shortage delayed an
Oklahonta execution last month
and led Kentucky's governor to
postpone the signing of death
warrants for two inmates.
Anzona is trying to get its hands
on the drug in time for its next
execution. in late October.

California said the shortage will
force it to stop executions on
Friday. three hours after an
inmate is scheduled to die, when
its stock expires.
The sole U.S. manufacturer.
Hospira Inc. of Lake Forest. 111..
has blamed the shortage on
unspecified problems with its
raw-material suppliers and said
new batches of sodium thiopental will not be available until
January at the earliest.

Nine states ha% C total of 17
executions scheduled between
now and the end of January,
including
Missouri. Ohio,
Oklahoma, Tennessee and
Texas.
"We are working to get it back
onto the market for our customers as soon as possible."
Hospira
spokesman
Dan
Rosenberg said.

Cenus finds record gap between rich and poor...
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From Front
compensation goes to the top in
a winner-takes-all economy.Lower-skilled adults ages
to 34 had the largest jumps in
poverty last year as employers
kept or hired older workers fin
the dwindling jobs available.
Smeeding said The declining
economic fortunes have caused
many
young
unemployed
Americans to double-up in
housing with parents. friends
and loved ones. with potential
problems for the labor tnarket if
they don't get needed training
tor future jobs. he said.
Rea Hederrnan Jr., a senior
policy analyst at The Heritage
Foundation. a conservative
think tank. agreed that census
data show families of all income
levels had tepid earnings in
2009. vvith poorer Americans
taking a larger hit. "It's certainly going to take a while for people to recover.- he said.
The findings are part of a
broad array of U.S. census data
being released this month that
the far-reaching
highlight
impact of the recent economic
meltdown. The effects have
near-historic
anged
from
declines in U.S. mobility and
birth rates to delayed marriage

alai the st diop in me number
or illegal immigrants in two
decades.
The census figures also come
amid heated political debate in
the run-up to the Nov. 2 elections over whether Congress
should extend expiring Bush-era
tax cuts. President Barack
Mama wants to extend the tax
cuts for individuals making less
than $200,0(10 and joint filers
making less than $250,0M;
Republicans are pushing for tax
cuts for everyone. including
wealthy Americans.
The 2009 census tabulations.
which are based on pre-tax
income and exclude capital
gains. are adjusted for household size where data are available. Prior analyses of after-tax
income made by the weaithiest
I percent compared to middleand low-income Americans
have also pointed to a widening
inequality. gap. but only reflect
U.S. data as of 2007.
Among the 2009 findings:
--The poorest poor are at
record highs. The share of
Americans below half the
poven!, line — $10.977 for a
family of four -- rose from 5.7
percent in 2008 to 6.3 percent. It
yv as the highest level since the
government began tracking that

Superior Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning

group in 1975.
--The poverty. gap between
young and old has doubled since
21X10. due partly to the strength
of Sor:ial Security. in helping
buoy Americans 65 and over.
Child poverty is now 21 percent
compared with 9 percent for
older Americans. In 20W), when
child poverty was at 16 percent.
elderly poverty stocvd at 10 percent.
—Safety nets are helping fill
health gaps. The percentage of
children covered by government-sponsored health insurance such as Medicaid and the
Children's Health Insurance
Program juniped to 37 percent.
or 27.6 million, from 24 percent
in 20110. That helped offset
steady losses in employer-sponsored insurance.
'The 2(N19 poverty level was
set at $21.954 for a family of
four, based on an official government
calculation
that
includes only cash income. It
excludes noncash aid such as
food stamps.
Arloc Sherman. a senior
researcher at the left-leaning
Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities. noted the effects of
expanded government programs
in cushioning the impact of skyrocketing unemployment. For

example, the C.CIISL'S Bureau
estimates that 3.6 million people
would have been lifted above
the poverty line if food stamps
were counted -- a number that
would lia.e reduced the 2009
poverty rate from the official
14.3 percent to 13.2 percent.
Sheldon
Danziger.
University of Michigan public
policy professor, said while the
U.S. has developed policies to
combat poverty. it has trouble
addressing
ever-widening
income inequality — even with
a growing federal deficit and
previous warnings by former
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan about soaring executive pay.
An Associated Press-GlK Poll
this month found that by 54 percent to 44 percent. most
Americans support raising taxes
on the highest U.S. earners.
Still.
many
congressional
Democrats have expressed wariness about provoking the 44
percent minority. so close to
Election Day.
"we're pretty good about not
talking about income inequality.- Danziger said.
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Rotary dictionary donations
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Photo provided
On Friday, Sept. 17, 2010, Rotary Club members from Murray donated dictionaries to all fourth
grade students at Murray Middle School. Pictured are Rotary Club representatives with students in Katy Hill's class.

Photo provided
On Thursday, Sept. 16, 2010, Rotary Club members from Murray donated dictionaries to al
fourth grade students at North Calloway Elementary School. Pictured, from left. Colton Noel.
Lori Noel, Luke Gallimore, Yvette Pyle, Ja'Nyla Johnson, Judy Denton, Katlynn Pendergrast.
Roger Reichmuth and Jayne Crisp.

Photo provided
OUTDOOR SCIENCE: Gina Crider's science class at Southwest Elementary School recently
learned about science concepts by heading outdoors for an activity.

ACTING WORKSHOP: Murray Elementary third grade students Will Outland and Katelyn
Hodges participate [n a drama workshop recently by the Kentucky Shakespeare Company.
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Jackie Elder named September
Rotary Student of the Month
Jackie Elder, a senior at
Calloway County High School.
was selected as the September
Student of the Month by the
Murray Rotary Club. She was
recently named a National Merit
Semifinalist and has a 4.0 grade
point average. She has taken one
advanced placement class and is
currently taking three more.
Elder is the
daughter of Bill
and Rose Elder.
Her grandparents are the late
and
Robert
Frances Ross
and the late Bill
and Roseanne
Elder.
She is a
Elder
member of the
Laker Band, academic team and
speech team. She was voted
most studious by the senior class
of 2011. She is a member of St.
Leo Catholic Church where she
is involved in the Parish School
of Religion and Bible School.
This past summer, she attended
the Governor's Scholar Program
at Bellarmine University where
she studied creative writing and
acting. She traveled to Germany
last summer in a student
exchange prograni sponsored by
Evonik.
"Jackie is an outstanding student in my AP Calculus class."
said Vanda Elliot. CCHS math

department chair. "She began
taking high school math classes
in middle school, which provided a strong foundation for her in
analytical areas. She has quietly
distinguished herself as one of
the most intelligent students in
our math department."
"Jackie Elder is the epitome
of an outstanding student. Her
ability' to synthesize critical and
complex information impresses
the most astute educators.
Moreover. I'm continually
impressed with her aptitude to
study the canon of world literature and at the same time recognize its value. Most students
Jackie's age often struggle with
seeing the relevance; however.
Jackie has remained cognizant
of the connection since the first
day of class. She is insightful
and highly creative. Jackie Elder
exemplifies the notion of a truly
gifted student. and CCHS could
not be prouder," said DeAnn M.
Anderson, NBCT AP literature
instructor at CCHS.
"I am very appreciative of
this honor. I have lived in
Calloway County' my whole life
and am very grateful for the high
priority placed on education.Elder said.
plans to attend
Elder
Northwestern University and
major in perfomiance studies.

ilELS

Photo provided

CANIAle SECRET/WEST/04MR
51,LEIGH ANNE FLORENCE_
CHAPTER 3
After
searching
through
Chloe's Hello Kitty backpack. the
TSA officers determined the "suspicious
contraband"
that
appeared on X-ray was my harmonica. Who knew my fasorite
wind instrument could be
described as a "sharp. dangerous
object!" When the officers and
Chloe explained the situation. I
apologized.
m sorry. 1 didn't mean to
cause trouble. Let me play. everyone my favorite travel song."
"Young man," one officer said.
"1 think we've had enough frightening experiences for one day."
Confused.' follovved Mom. Dad.
and Chloe to our gate to wait for
the plane.
We'd walked a few feet when
we stepped on something surprising. It looked like an escalator
only it didn't go up or(low n - lust
straight across the floor.
"Why isn't this escalator mos
ing up or down'?" I asked.
"les not all escalator. son."
Mom explained. as vse stood on
the belt that mosed us down the
hall through the airport. AC. a
two,ing sidewalk. It keeps the
Ilow in people naming:
My backpack was heasy so I
put it beside me and it moved
along. too. I ss anted to turn
around and do the Moon Walk.
but remembered I wasn't allowed
to joke around. It was a good
thing since the [nosing sidewalk
ended and 011f feet took 0% cr.
"Pups," Mom said. "our plane
IA leave from Gate Ba. so lei's
look tor B-1."
As we strolled through the concourse. I looked 'at the signs. B I.
132. /33. "BINGO! There's B.4."
I said. pointing to an area %Olen:
there were chairs. new spapers.
and a lady standing behind a
counter. Mom and Dad sat dow
while C'hloe and I stood.
"Where's the gate'. Chloe
asked. reading my mind. -I pictured a hig metal gate outside.Dad told us that the V1 :kiting area

inside the airport was called the
gate - and we'd arrived just in
time!
"Hey Pups! Is this your first
time flying7 a man with a uniform asked as We boarded the
plane.
"Yes sir." I answered. I'm
Woody and this is my sister,
Chloe. We've never flown in an
airplane. What about you'?"
The man laughed. "I should
hope so! Tm Captain Carlisle. the
pilot. Since y..ou've never flown.
do you have any questions'?"
"Just one. How can the plane
get in the air. stay in the air and
not fall out of the sky?"
"That's simple." the captain
said. "The airplane's wings are
shaped like bird w ings. Four
forces called lift. weight. thrust.
and drag help the airplane take
off. stay. in the air. and land. Lift
pushes the airplane up when the
air moves iwer the wings. Weight
is the force that pulls the plane
toward Earth and keeps it balanced. "thrust is the force that
makes the airplane move - with
the help of the engine. of course.
Drag is the force that slows the
airplane down. When those forces
work together. and with the help
of a pilot. we arrive at our destination safely."
"In wiener dog terms. please'!"
The pilot chuckled. "You'll sit
down. buckle your seatbelt. and
listen as the flight attendant
explains the safety instructions.
Once the people in the control
tower the tower that monitors
the flights - tell us we're cleared
for takeott. %sell travel down the
runway. lift oft the ground. and
move through the air. 'four job is
to follow the tlig.ht attendant's
instructions. respect the other
passengers. sit hack, look out the
indow. and einoy the ride. Can
you di, that?" Chloe and I
assured him we could.
Once our hags were in the overhead bins. vie buckled our seat-hell and listened as Captain
Carlisle spoke on the intercom_

'Ladies and Gentlemen. 1.tn
Captain Carlisle. On behalf of the
entire crew. allow me to welcome
you aboard our flight to Roswell.
My. colleague at the controls is
First Officer Sonn. and for your
safety in the cabin, our crew consists of Amanda and Sean.
Scheduled flight time is about 4
hours and 10 minutes from takeoff to landing.
As soon as we're at a cruising
altitude. I'll turn off the seathelt
sign and the flight attendants will
come around with refreshments.
We take pride in ser‘ing you.
Please relax and emoy the flight.
Welcome aboard."
Chloe and I held on to each
other's paw tightly. My other pay.
held our hoarding pass. 1 glanced
at the ticket and noticed we would

be taking oft at 8:15 and landing
at 10:25. Wait! That's only 2
hours and 10 minutes. Captain
Carlisle said the flight was 4
hours and 10 minutes. I let go of
Chloe's paw and quickly found
my magnifying glass and studied
the ticket.
"What's wrong?" Chloe asked.
"Mom. Dad. Chloe - we are on
the wrong flight!" As the words
left my mouth. I heard, "Flight
attendants please prepare for
takeoff."
Thanks
to
Kentucky
Utilities/LG&E. Kentucky Press
Association and tlw KY Secroury
of State fOr helping to make this
statewide literacy project possible. Go to wwwkypress.com to
hear each chapter and /rt. the
chapter activates

sponsored by

Ph,_ito provided

GOLD TAGS: Murray Elementary students Perry Owens and
john Tandy Berberich were the first of the year to eam a gold
tag at MES for regularly going above and beyond Murray
Elementary School's Guidelines for Success.
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Cooking Back
lin years ago
Cotter-es-al)An 1 )1 11 hitlield has
Announced that a new elderly housing construition project in Calloway County has been awarded
a S2 051.S00 grant
BAITS Eadens. new director of
pilaf inas y al Murray -Callow ay
County Hospital. spoke at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club. His
talk. "-Thinking Makes My Head
Hurt'. concerned problem-solying
and s rim:al-thinking topics
I lie !Olin-ay State women's s01:..ei learn picked up its lirst-eYet
railo Valley Conference win and
the filth shutout ol its inaugural
sity season with a 7-0 win coer
I myosin ol Tennessee-Martin
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Lou
Ann Philpoi. coordinator of the fifth
annual Murray Quilt Lovers Quilting Bee Festival. as she shows
off hcr quilts displayed at the fesny al in the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library'.
Szczepan E. Zakrzew ski, Ed_ D..
composer-pianist, presented a program at the general meeting of Murlay Woman's Club
Two former Racer athletes and
a pair of current Murray State
staff members comprise the 1990
class for induction into the MSU
Athletic Hall of Fame. the 21.1
group to he honored. They. are
Dale Alexander. Buddy. HeAllt.
Herb Hurley and Toni "Doc- Simmons,
Thirty years ago
"A one-stop shop lor famiers"
sums up Harrell's Farm and House.
Highway 94. just east of Murray..
The owners are Bill and Norma
Today: marks the 50th anniversary of Bobby Jones's "Grand
Slam- to win a ictory in the
U.S Amateur Championship_
Melody Weiler. associate professor of an and head of the pnntmaking area at Murray State University. has been invited to attend
the International Conference of
Hand Papermakers in Boston.
hlas..

Forty years ago
Recently reported binh, include
a girl to Mr. anti Mrs Janie. Ray
Hamilton. a boy to Mr and Mis
Bobby Gafford: a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Jack McLean: and a boo, to
Mr and Mrs. Larry Dale Bartow
For Calloway County 's farm
population. the past v ear turned
out to be a better one than expected. Figures show Calloway County fanners had gross reYenue.
the past year ol $7.704.000
Joan Robinson. Barbara BrittA!
Jan Brower and Katie Kemp
Calloway County High Sch.
receised superior ratings in the P.,,
neat) Tilghman Invitational Speech
Tournament on Sept 26.
Fifty years ago
A record enrollment of 3.020
students for the fall semester at
Murray State College has been
announced by Dr_ Donald B.
Hunter. registrar.
ELT. Waldrop was elected as
honorary president of the Young
Nien's Business Club_
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr and Mrs. Ronald K.
Atwood: a girt to Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Joyce: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Billy. Joe Stubblefield: a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Miller.
a boy- to Mr. and Mrs Virgil
Joyce: a boy. to Mr. and Mrs
Wayne Dowdy. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Roger Jones: a boy to Nit
and Mrs. Gaylord Carruthers. and
bov to Mr and Mrs Albert
-Tubbs
Sixty years ago
Rob Wayne Parker. son of Mr.
arid Mrs. Don Parker. has been
selected honor man of his Naval
Company: for basic training at the
U.S. Naval Training C'enter. San
Diego. Calif.
Named to the annual staff at
Mun-ay High School were Gene
Hendon. editor: Buddy Buckingham. assistant editor: Gene Cohoon.
business manager: and lietha Lyons.
assistant business manager.
Showing at the Varsity 'Theatre is "The Good Humor Man"
starring Jack Carson and Lola
Albright.

COMICS / FEAT(
Father's walk down the aisle
is fraught with family strife
DEAR ABBY: In response io
"Resentful in Nlichigan' i Aug 21.
I thin!. you missed the mark Etiquette and social mores may dictate that it's acseptable tor a man
to give his !noire daughter-in-law
aWay.. hut "Resentful' was speaking from a plass. ()I pain that is
valid
Bet lather
didn't
walk
her down the
aisle because
her mother's
nib was more
important to
them. which
made her leel
she V. 1 second to the job
in het parents'
hearts No%
her enionons
By Abigail
ate telliiig
Van Buren
that her highLes fiancee is
more important as Well.
If she doesn't speak her mind.
her resentment could he redirected to her brother and his new
family and cause irreparabl).• damage She should address this with
her brother to help them understand that sitting and watching
her dad walk another woman down
the aisle under these circumstances
would he desastating The brother's fiancee could ask another relative to escort her -- or vvalk
down alone since this is her third
trip to the altar.
At least the father. while not
understanding "Resentful's" pain. is
taking her feelings into consideration. Now, if her brother and his
fiancee will try to understand her
feelings, they'll be validated and
an amicable solution can be found.
-- HEATHER IN RICHARDSON,
TEXAS
DEAR HEATHER: You are
not the only reader who disagreed
with my response to that letter. I
reasoned that the writer did ma
have the right to decide what role
her firther would or would not
play in her brother's wedding. I

Dear Abby

also suspected that the reason her
parents did not attend her wedding -- much less participate -may have been they did ma approve
sa the groom or the circumstances
under which she was being married
Howe% cr. because many people telt my answer was insensitne to the writer's leelings. I'll
share sortie IClICI1011s from readers

DE.AR ABBY: The lather was
"trio busy to walk her down the
ai:s1).- but no% he'd do it for his
soft's future wile? Her lather didn't even offer
amdogy. or try
to understand He said only that
he wouldn't walk his son's fiancee
down the
if "Resentful" was
hurt by it.
he had apologized
and adnutted he was %Tong not
to have done it for his daughter.
she could have forgiven him. I don't
blame her for being resentful' -ALONDRA
IN
LONDON,
ONTARIO
DEAR ABB1': Speaking from
personal expenence. there are few
things worse than being rejected
by your parents. You should have
rebuked them in the strongest possible way
deny their daughter on her most important day.
then grant the same privilege to
an outsider (on her third wedding. no less) is the height of
insensitivity. Her parents are horrible Her feelings are normal.
natural. justified and deserved validation. Shame on you for siding
with the parents! -- PATRICK IN
MESQUITE. NEV.
DEAR ABBY: That woman
has every right to feel as shc
does. Her brother was selfish for
not considenng his sister's deep
disappointment on the bigge:a day
of her life. As a nunister. I encourage family members to work
through their hurts with each other.
But forcing someone to pretend
all is well when it isn't doesn't
help the healing process. It could
drive the family even further apart.
-- PAUL T. IN NEW' YORK

To

Today In History

El IL LJ1

Pleasing everyone
is impossible
W W W.M
DEAR DR. GOTT: In regards to
the person who Alis irritated
because h).- or she think, your
answers are nki long. thus he or she
did not enjoy your column as much
as when the answers were shorter. I
think il this person wants only short
answers. he or
,he should get
A
medical
enc!.clopedta
I hope you
your
Iseep
answers just
As they are.
This person
obviously
does not have
serious
.1
health issue
right no% or
By
Dr. Peter Gott has not had a
health concern. whereas many letter writers
have suffered for months. if not
years. and are still suffering after
seeing many doctors and specialists
without relief.
Maybe if more doctors would
give an in-depth explanation to
their patients iiS you do, the world
would be better off. I enjoy your
column very much. so please keep
it as is. Thank you.
DEAR READER: And thank
you. It's difficult at any time. but
particularly in today's society. to
satisfy. people. We all think differently. finding some things acceptable and others totally unacceptable We are less tolerant. more
opinionated and want things done
our way, which. of course. is the
best way. What a fickle society
we'Y e become.
If I haYe pleased you with what I
ant doing. it's all worth it. Thank
you again for making my day.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had
recumng nausea for several years
that occurs only in warm weather
over 75 F. It starts in Apnl and continues until September.
I've been to six doctors. including

Dr. Gott

a cardiologist. neurologist. phyS101°gist. ear-nose-and-throat specialist
and the VA I've had all their tests
hut no diag,nosis.
DEAR READER: It may be a
-surprise to you to discover that
heat-induced nausea is rather common. These illnesses occur when a
person's body-temperature control
system overloads. We cool our bodies by sweating. With some of us,
sv.eating is inadequate and body.
temperatures Use.
This may. occur because of high
humidity that presents sweat from
evaporating as quickly as it ordinarily would, or we may have a fryer.
be dehydrated. be overweight, have
poor circul ition. be on specific
medications. or use alcohol to
excess. When any of these thingv
occur. nausea may result
There may be steps you can take
to prevent this. Hydrate by drinking
additional fluids. whatever your
level of activity. Consider sports
drinks to keep your mineral and
electrolyte levels up. By all means.
avoid as much sun exposure as you
can. Choose lightweight fabrics that
will allow. your skin to breathe better. W'hen possible. avoid warm
outdoor temperatures and keep
your home air-conditioned. It's
of% ious we cannot walk around to a
bubble: however, these are simple
suggestions that might get you
through days with higher-thanacceptable temperatures for you.
When you feel a bout of nausea
coming on. consider eating olives,
crackers or a lemon. In fact. keep
ice water in the refrigerator and rub
the edge of the glass with a lemon
wedge. These food items may settle
your stomach acid and help with the
nausea. Then you might consider
light exercise. yoga or tai chi for
additional support.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my.
Health Report "More Compelling
Home Rernediev.-
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Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 28.
the 27Ist din of 2010 There are
94 days left in the year.
-Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 28. 1920. eight members of the Chicago White Sox were
indicted for allegedly throwing the
1919 World Series against the
Cincinnati Reds in what became
known as the "Black Sox- scandal. (Despite initial confessions
by sewral of the players, all vvere
acquitted at trial: still. all eight
were banned from baseball for life.)
Et A 13

Mdrray Ledger & Times

On this date:
In 1850, flogging was abolished as a form of punishment in
the U.S. Navy:.
In l924. two U.S. Amty planes
landed in Seattle. having completed the first round-the-world flight
in 175 days.
In 1939. dunng World War 11,
Nazi Germany and, the Srtyier
Union signed a treaty calling for
the partitioning of Poland. which
the two countries had mvaded.
In 1960. Ted Williams hit a
home run in his last career at-bat

as his team. the Boston Red Sox
defeated the Baltimore Orioles 5at Fenway Park.
In 1970, Egyptian President
Gamal Abdel Nasser died at age
52. Author John Dos Passos died
in Baltimore at age 74.
In 1974. first lady Betty Ford
underwent a mastectomy At Bethesda Naval Medwal Cetnet- in Mat s
rand, following discovery 'of a
cancerous lump in her breast.
In 1989. deposed Philippine
President Ferdinand E. Marcos died
in exile in Hawaii at age 72.
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Patience
for
the
Patient'?
Dear Readers: A reader
recently complained about
RUDENESS
at one of her
doctor's
offices. Here
are
some
insightful comments from my readers:
* A reader. via e-mail. says:
"I think that intelligent. committed. compassionate doctors outnumber the duds. hut people are up
in arms w- hen they have bad experiences with incompetent or rude
doctors. especially giv.en how:
expensive medical care is. Two
thoughts: If you have overall positiYe feelings about your doctors.
then cut them some slack if you
haYe to wait. If you have a standing appointment with a doctor who's
always late. call to ask whether
you can come late. If you don't
have positive experiences with your
dod0f, then write him or her a
eordial note explaining what the
problems are. or find a new doctor"
* Patsy Binford, Via e-mail. says:
"Having been on both sides of

by
Heloise

this coin. as j patient advocate In
a hospital iuid an office manager
for doctors. I feel qualified to
comment, It is simple: Tell those
waiting if there is an emergency
or the doctor is running behind.
Most people. even vsben they. do
not feel well. understand this. and
when their time comes, the doctor will spend the necessary time
with them. Communication is ths:
customer-service key that works
wonders! How:ever, there is never
a reason for a 'front office' person to be rude and uncaring to
patients. Patients have responsibilities as well. Being on time.
with paperwork in order. is so
helpful to the staff. They. appreciate you if you do your part.
Doctors and staff members are
just like us -- they like compliments. icx.)! Give them one when
it is deserved!"
* Mena, via e-mail. says: "Many.
years ago. as I wa.s waiting to be
called into my: doctor's exam room.
I thought about what I'd be doing
if I were at home. in the middle
of the afternoon. I'd be reading a
book! Since then. l'Y.e always taken
my current book along. and have
never become impatient or irritated. Also. I never make more than
one appointment per day, so when
I'm dismissed. I just go home."
More opinions? This space is

yours. so pleasc chime in. Dos
tors? -- Heloise
SELF-L1GHTING
CHARCOAL
Dear Heloise: Just read about
the reader who had a bag of selllighting charcoal ignite in his hands.
We use self-lighting charcoal to
start the fire. then add regular
charcoal to it. There is no danger of a flare-up this way, and
the regular charcoal is significantly less expensive. -- Sherry Keiling. Montville. N.1
KITCHEN NOTEPAD
Dear Heloise: I have a small
kitchen. so counter space is prime.
My. notepad was never in sight
and always got moved around. I
attached a blank page to the refrigerator door with a strong magnet
at comfortable writing height. The
top of the page folds down and
is just stiff enough to hold a pencil horizontally. Now I have pencil and paper where 1 need it
most! -- Wilson Harris in Laredo,
Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio. TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloisetattHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints receised
in my. column.

Calloway (
Region tot

Crosswords
ACROSS
5
10
12
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
28
31
32
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
43

Pronto, in memos
Cooking herb
Indy auto
Sports setting
Some limas
Music's Yoko
Phone bill addition
Stadium cry
Expired
Singer Seeger
Cut off
Keats creations
Fake name
Fancy dance
Radiates
Metal sources
Settle by yeas and nays
Wk start
Golt peg
Regret
Quaffs tor Harry and Ron
Thai or Korean
Useful skill
Puppy cries
Tablets

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
14
19
20
24
25

Shady spot
Health-club rooms
Play opener
Sulky state
Paul Bunyan's ox
-You — Here'
Blackened
Deep-seated
Mascara targets
Fill up the tank
Hunting dog
Egg outlines
Suggest
One-celled organism
Bntish East India Company

26
27
29
30
33

Wake
Soup ,,eggie
Opera s Stratas
Turned bad
Bird abodes

5:e

C)L1S

INC:k

SON, YOU VE GOT TO
GET %POO ABOUT UPE

YOU'RE NOT IN COLIEGE ANYMORE...
YOU NAVE TO TIIINK ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE.
BELIEVE ME, I
20..i TANK ABM
MY :UTURE ALL
TNE TIME.

(

AAAAR000000011
DOWN

,11
.
,4, 2.4.1.5 925

PEANUTS0
IF I WERE YOU I'D BE TOTALLY
A5•4AMED TO NAVE SOMEONE
SEE ME SITTIN6 AROUND
NOLOIN6 A 5T0PID BLANKET!

ANC THAT DO6 LYING IN
YOUR LAP LOOKS EVEN
MORE RIDICULOUS

I'D BITE
PER BUT IM
FACIN6 TWE
WRONG
WAY

CAPS
CAPE
U T A H
E
A
L G E N
T I R
A R V A
IMEAN
TERRAC
I; 0
E iG 0 0 U
SCARS
LUS T Y
TAMS
HUE
ABE
CELES
A
A
A
N T
BRA
D
C E
EIE A S
TAT,ER
EYED
Yesterday's answer
1

2

3

4

5

1

10

13

base

1

Wallet bills
Keg need
Sixth sense, briefly

35
38
39

-.

Illr

18

20
21

22
23

26

24
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28
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37
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32
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40
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14

15

25
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2

11
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PREP BOYS SOCCER: Mt RRAY 0, MARSHALL CO.0

Tiger defense stifles Marshall in tie
TOURNAMENT PICTI. RU CON I !NI Fti
TO LOOK Mt RIO'
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
As regular season play in the
2nd District draws to a close this
week. the seedings for the district tournament are finally
shaping up.
But if what has happened this
year on the pitch during distri;:t
play is any precursor for what to
expect once the district tournament starts. Murray High coach
Jim Baurer says seeding really
won't matter too much.
"Honestly. I think that
whether you are the No. 1 seed
or anywhere to the No. 4 seed

you are going to have d legitimate shot to win the tournament." he said. "There are some
really good teams here in our
district that have all played each
other tough this season, so it's
still really' anyone's to win once
we all get there."
Baurer and his Tigers drew' to
a 0-0 tie with Marshall County
Monday night at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex. making
things even more interesting for
both squads over the next few
days.
Murray's defense shined in
the draw. limiting the Marshals'

IV`LOA

2NO DISTRICT

SIMMS
School
MK(Overall)
Calloway County 7-0-2(11-1-2)
Marshall County 4-1-1 (7-5-2)
Murray
3-2-3(8-6-3)
Graves County
4-4 (8-8-21
Mayfield
2-5 (4-8)
Community Christ 0-8 (3-10-1)
offensive oppurtunities with
good time of possesion. Murray
was also. for the most part, able
to take away what Marshall used
to its advantage the last time the
two squads met — their size
advantage.
"We were able to negate that
long throw-in in front of the net

RICKY MARTIN
_-.1r;3-r
tt-e-,

Murray's
D arius
Nabayi bata
tles
Marshall
County
player
for
possession
during
Monday
night's
game
at
Maliary
France
S occer
Complex.

well tonight.- Baurer said.
"They usually put one of those
bigger guys in front of the goal
there and then rely on that
throw-in to give them an easy
goal. That's how they scored on
us the first time up at their place
and we did a nice job of stopping that tonight."
"
The Marshals outshot the
Tigers 5-4, but Murray High
sophomore
keeper
Adam
Melton was outstanding, notching three saves in the draw.
Murray travels to Graves
County' tonight. looking to
avenge a 3-2 loss handed to
them by the Eagles earlier in the
season.
•See TIGERS, 2B

FIRST REGION GIRLS GOLF TOURNAMENT
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TOMMY DILLARD

Outside looking in
CALLOWAY, CONTRI
BARELY MISS STATE BIDS AT
MONDAY REGIONAL
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Calloway County eighth-grader Madison Contri hits uphill onto the green on No. 15 at Paxton Park Golf Course
during Monday's First
Region tournament. Contri led Calloway with an 83. but the Lady Leiters placed third, barely missing out on
a state bid.

Murray eighth-grader Hannah Williams chips this shot during the
First Region tournament Monday at Paxton Park. Williams and Beth
Graham both shot 107 to lead the Lady Tigers. who finished 12th as
a team.

By TOMMY DILLARD
First Region Tournament
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — If the First
Team Leaoerboard
Lone Oak
Region tournament doled out honorable
325
2 Paducah Ttignman
328
mention state bids. they would have
3 Calloway County
341
.2.)ne to Calloway' County on Monday at
Contn
83
-M Connell
Paxton Pitrk Golf Course.
84
-S Strnrnons
85
The Lady Lakers posted four scores
-S Hassan
89
in the flOs. an aggregate score that
HOIZSChuh
-C
101
4 Marshall County
346
would usually' be enough to push a
5 St Mary
353
squad into one of the region's two state
12 Murray Htgh
444
qualifying spots.
-H WiliarnS
107
-B Graham
107
Eighth-grader Madison Contn fired
-S McDoweil
111
her best 18-hole score ever. shooting an
-G Campbell
119
83, a number that would have been
-E Sheets
122
good enough to earn her an individual
Individual Leaders
bid at last year's regional.
1 'APnl Butter Paducah Tilghman 73
2 Anna Hack Lone Oak
But as it was, both Calloway and
73
3 Ten Doss. Paducah Tilghman
74
Contri fell one slot short of continuing
4 Ashlyn Bedltold Lone Clay
76
their seasons at Bowling Green Country
5 Sydney Tombre Heath
Club next week.
'won sudden-death playoff
As a team, Calloway placed third
with an aggregate score of 341. falling
teams in the mix. Ifs never going to he
by 13 strokes to second-place Paducah
easy to win a regional.Tilghman. The tournament was closer
Contri. Calloway's No. _1 golfer. earthan expected at the top as tavonte
Lone Oak posted a 325, edging the ned the Lady Laker% on a day in v.hich
their top two — freshmen Madison
Lady Tornado by just three strokes.
Connell and Summer Simmons — shot
Contn's 83 put her fifth among indislightly above their averages
viduals whose teams did not qualify for
Contn knocked her score down by
state. just on the outside ot the region's
cutting
out big numbers on individual
four individual spots
scores... holes. such as No. I I. where she hit her
**I was proud of the
Calloway coach Steve Smith said. "We tee shot into the trees. had to punch out
and missed the green.
vvere real close on fxith ends. We
She inanaged to minimize the damhay en•t had four scores in the 8fh since
age, hovvever. posting a boge
I've been here. that's a g.xxi day.
"She never let it get away from her."I think it's a testament to how much
Smith said. "She didn't let a had shot
girls golf has improved in western
Kentucky in the last 15 years. The tum into a six or a seven She was able
scores are incredible. gening lower and
•See REGIONAL. 2B
lower every. year. and there are mine

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
The wide receiver position continues
to resemble a revolving door for Murray
State.
The Racers got Preseason All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection Marcus
Harris back from a knee injury in
Saturday night's 52-16 romp over
Tennessee-Martin, but lost another topnotch pass catcher in senior Daniel Ard.
Ard left the game in the second quarter and did not return. Head coach Chris
Hatcher announced at his Monday press
conference that Ard had suffered a broken collarbone and will miss four to six
weeks.
Ard is the team's leading receiver
after four games. catching 28 passes for
299 yards and averaging 10.7 per catch.
Other notes:
•Hatcher said Monday he will continue to employ' a two-quarterback system going forward as he did on Saturday.
utilizing backup Casey Brockman situationally.
Against Martin, Brockman was used
especially in red-zone situations where
the Racers needed a threat to run the ball
behind center.
He went 8-for-8 through the air. ran
for a touchdown and caught another.
"That was something that worked out
very well for us." Hatcher said.
"(Starter) Jeff (Ehrhardt) y.'as really
banged up from the Central Arkansas
game with his knee. Casey earned the
right to play because he practiced most.
and we felt like we could take advantage
of UT Martin by doing that.
"This week. you'll probably' see both
of them. Will Casey play as much as last
week? The game will probably dictate
that. Casey had a great performance. and
if he can continue to do that. it adds a
dimension to our offense."
II According to Hatcher. the biggest
difference-makers in his team's dominant defensive performance Saturday
were linemen Lamar Theus and Joe
Gamsky.
Murray State shut down Martin's running game in its first two offensive possessions. forcing the Skyhawks to the
air. where they kept the pressure on
quanerback Derek Carr throughout the
evening.
The Racers hit Carr 9 tinies. according to Hatcher, on sacks. knockdowns
and hurries.
Theus is a 6-1txx-2. 300-pound senior
tackle from Paris. Tenn.. and is an alumnus of Henry County. Gamsky is a 245pound junior from Crestwood. who
transferred from Morehead State prior to
the 2008 season.
"Those guys had career nights and
played as solid a performance as I've
seen
J long tone." Hatcher said.
"When you get that kind of pressure on
a quarterback. good things are going to
happen. and we were able to do that by
shutting doun their running game

Up Next
Murray State at

Jacksonville State
When: o P
Where: Paul Snow Stadtum ,Jacksoryilie Ala )
Rath* WFGS 103 7 FM
Records. MSU 1 3 1
OVCI JSU 4-011-0
Last rneettng JSU won 41-7 on OC1 10. 2009
Senes record JSU leads 6-1
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Johnson
named
National
Specialist of
Week

Murray 1.edger & limes

•Region
From Page 1B
to get up there close to the green
and get up and down for a par or
a bogey'. and she had a few
birdies in there too. which
helped.Smith said he thought regional tournament pressure played
into slighly. inflated scores from
Connell and Simmons, who have
been Calloway's pacesetters
throughout the season.
"I would like for them to
embrace their youth a little more
and not feel quite as much pressure,- he said. "I think someone
like Madison Contn coming in
and shooting 83 will only help
Summer arid Madison Connell.
On a day %hen they might have
to gnnd it out. they. have some,
body behind them who is going
to pick it up.The Lady Lakers also got a
solid day from their No. 4 golfer.
junior Safiat: Hassan, who fired
an 89. getting her score below 90
for the first time in a iegional.
Playing with a top five made
up completely of middle-schoolers, Murray. shot 444 as a team
and finished 2th.
The Lady Tigers v.vre led by"
their Nos. 2 and .3 golfers. eighthgraders Beth Graham and
Hannah Williams, both of whom
posted 107 scores.
"Murray Middle School did
good today." joked head coach

From fitSU Athletics
The awards continue to roll in
:or punt returner Dontrell
Johnson as the junior was named
The
Sports
Network/Fathead.com
FCS
National Special Teams Player
of the Week. the organization
announced Monday aftemoon.
The honor is the third for
Johnson this week as he was
named
the
Ohio
Valley
Conference Specialist of the
Week and College Football
Performance
Awards Punt
Retumer of the Week on Sunday.
Johnson (Moultrie, Ga.) was
honored after proving to the
spark the Racers needed in their
52-16 victory over UT Martin.
Returning punts tor just the second time in his career, Johnson
dropped back deep just under
two minutes into the game. He
fielded the punt on the nine-yard
line and broke to the right where
he received a knockout block
from Jordan Sklba and used his
speed to outrun the Skyhawks
down the sideline for the 9I-yard
touchdown. It marked the second
longest punt retum in Racer his- FrOM
Page 1B
tory. behind only' the 100-yard
In what will serve as the final
return by. Phil Foster against
district match for the Tigers.
Morehead State in 1950.
Baurer said this game is one he

C'CIP

- Van Haverstock

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Calloway coach Steve Smith talks to (standing. from lett)
Madison Contri, Summer Simmons and (seated) Madison
Connell as they wait to tee off on No. 16 Monday.
Justin Scott. "We were the best to a less-forgiving Paxton Park
middle school team at the region- course -and also to regional
al.
nerves amongst his young
"... They hung in there. and golfers.
there were a lot of lessons leamed
Seventh-grader
Earlena
about what it's like to play in the Sheets had been a consistent No.
regional tournament. I think I for Murray thmughout the seaabout everybody' had a pom first son but stumbled on Tuesday'.
hole, but they' recovered well."
shooting a 122.
The Lady Tigers missed on
She did get better as the day
their goal of shooting 4(X). and progressed, however, posting a
the scores were higher acmss the 65 on her first nine and corning
board than they. were at the last home with a 57.
I8-hole tournament the Lady
Murray got a III from sixthTigers played at the Graves grader Sarah McDowell and a
County Invitational.
119 from sixth-grader Grace
Scott attributed that partially' Campbell.

and his team have been looking
at ever since they fell by a goal
to the Eigles three weeks ago.
"Of all of our losses I think
that one sticks in my throat as

www.pecoproducts.com

November 2nd will be here before you know it.

Yard Signs*
Custom Printed
and/or Vinyl Signs
`Call Local Number for Prices and a Formal Quote!
'Professional. Cost Effective Titicie Show Dtsplays...Really

Fast"•

3812 US HWY 641 North Murray, Kentucky 42071• 1.270.767.0085

THIS FALL I WANT THE
HANDHELD OUTDOOR
POWER EQUIPMENT

IN AmERIcA

'"Number one selling br and" is based on syndicated Irwin Broh Research lcommerciai landscaper
s)
as well as independent consumer research of 2009 U S sales and market share data tor the gasofine-powered
handheld outdoor power equipment category combined sales to consumers arid commercial landscapers.

STIFIL

TtNt.

Iwo

Stem Auto
Ins, t.

the toughest to swallow'," Baurer
said. "I know that we had opportunities to win that game several
times, and we just couldn't put
them away for whatever reason.
We have all sort of looked forward to this game and a chance
to see theni again.Calloway' County (7-0-2) has
already clinched the'No. I seed
for the district tournament. and
Marshall County (4-1-1) is
poised to claim the No. 2 seed.
The Marshals have a Thursday
night showdown with the Lakers
still looming, but should still
have the advantage over the
Tigers should they lose because
of the one goal victory in their
head-to-head meetings this year.
In that scenario, pending
results from the GravesMayfield matchup on Thursday..
Mun-ay (3-2-3) would most likely claim the No. 3 seed as long
as they' defeat the Eagles
tonight.
If the Tigers lose, however.
and fall to 3-3-3 in the district,
then Graves would move to 5-4
and be a lock for the No. 3 seed.
Should the two teams draw,
however, Murray will need help
in the form of a Mayfield win or
drav,' against Graves on
Thursday.
Mayfield (2-5) will claim the
No. 5 seed, except in the case
that they defeat Marshall in
those two teams' district showdown tonight, and then get by
Graves County with a win as
well..
If they sweep their remaining
two games, and hlurray beats
Graves, the Cardinals vvould
leap-frog Zach Sims and his
Eagles and claim the fourth spot.
Community' Christian sits at
0-8 in their first season as a
competing member of the 2nd
District, and will hold the No. 6
seed.
"I think, honestly. that everyone is just ready and excited to
get to the tournament and see
really who is the best team."
Baurcr said. "It should be a fun
one to watch."

KHSAA Sports Today
Boys Soccer
Monday
Murray 0 Marshati Co 0
Today
Calloway Co at Christian Co
pm
Murray at Graves Co . 7 p
GifIS Soccer
Today
Casovday Co at Heath. 7 15 p rn
Murray at Graves Co , 5 30 p m
Volleybell
Todey
C,alloway Co at Marshall Co 7 p.m
Murray at Graves Go . 7 p m
Kentucky Foottmel Prep Polls
Sy The Assocleted Press
LOUtSVILLE. Ky 1AP)- The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Pres, Ngh school football polls with
Ilfsaolace votes. records total points
air):a
p ryi
e:lo
dus rankings
ClaFsps
Rartk-SchOol
Rcd TP Pas
ViA
1
218
i20)
2 Hazard
(2) 5-0 196
2
3 Lou Holy Cross
• 6-0 176
3
1 Fairview
- 6-0 131
6
5 Beechwood
7
- 5-0 116
6 Lex Christian
- 3-2 91
4
7 Pineville
- 5-0 71
9
8 Raceland
- 3-2 70
9
9 CnItenden Co
- 4-1 61
5
10 Frankfort
- 3-2 52
10
Others receiving votes 11. Bishop
Brossart 15 12, Bethlehem 9 13
Pikeville 3
Class 2A
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
1 N(port Cent Cath (17)5-1213
1
2 Monroe Co
(2) 6-0 184
2
3 Murray
3
(3) 6-0 173
4 Prestonsburg
4
• 5-1 152
5 Owensboro Catholic- 5-1 123
5
6 Lou DeSales
- 2-3 78
8
7 Danville
3-3 75
6
8 Glasgow
- 4-1 60
9
9 Washington Co
- 5-0 57
10
10 Corbin
7
- 3-2 48
Others receiving votes 11, Hancock
Co 20 12. Carroll Co 7 12. Reidland
14. Lou Chnshan Academy 5 15,
Co,Holy CrOss 4 16, Caldwell Co 3
Class 3A
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pvs
1 Somerset
1
(21) 6-0219
2 Mason Co.
- 4-1 185
2
3 Pike Co Central - 5-0 161
3
4 Paducah Tilghman - 4-2 141
4
5 Lou Central
(1) 1-5 121
5
6 Belfry
3-2 103
6
7 Umon Co
- 4-1 99
7
8 Edmonson Co
- 5-1 68 T10
T9 Breathitt Co.
- 3-3 28
9
T9 Sheldon Clark
2-4 28
)3
Others receiving votes 11, AAagofhn
Go 23. 12. Henry Co 14 13, Powell
Co. 13 14. Casey Co 5
Class 4A
11
1 aBoy
nk-Sc
ie .
c
hooI
FPVRcd TP Pvs
(15) 5-0210
1
2 Bell Co
(7) 5-0 205
2
sak
4
3 H
Lo
one
kneO
• 6-0 172
3
- 5-0 153
4
5 Allen Co -Scottsville- 5-0 117
6
6 Knox Central
- 5-1 96
7
7 Lou Western
8 Lex Catholic
9 Lawrence Co
4
33:-23
1 68
4
612 T10
:
10 West Jessamine - 5-0 39
Others receiving votes 11, Martha
Layne Collins 36 12 Marion Co 11
/ 3. Rowan Co 9
Class SA
ai_i
n,kg-h
tnhd
osoI
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
110
8;
;
4)2
) 6-0
1211.
2 Bowling Green
3 Christian Co
- 6-0 165
3
5
4 Jpouhiansk
flac
rdoin
:
162
00
5
4
- 3-2 83
6
6
7 °vGraeyasonsb°Cmo
8 Ashland Blazer
6
5.
-°
1 68
62
8
7
9 Perry Co Central - 5-0 51
9
10 Johnson Central - 4-2 43
10
Others receiving votes 11. Warren
Central 18 12, Dixie Heights 14 13.
Clay Co 13 14. Coy Catholic 11 15
Hopkinsville (1) 10 16. Harlan Co 9
17. Bullitt Central 3 17 South Oldham
3 17. Southwestern 3
Class 6A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Lou Trinity
(19) 4-1 214
2 Lou St Xavier (1) 4-1 192
2
3 Lou. Male
- 5-1 174
4
4 LOU Ballard
11.
)4
4-_2
1 13
4:
5
3
5 Ryle
6 Lou DuP Manual - 3-3 87
8
7 Central Hardin (1) 5-0 75
9
8 Lou Seneca
- 4-2 52
6
9 Simon Kenton
- 4-1 40
10 Lex Tates Creek - 4-1 37
7
Others receiving votes. 11, Lou
Eastern 20 12, Greenwood 17 13.
Lex Henry Clay 9 14. Lou Butler 5
15. Nelson Co 3 16. Scott Co 2 16.
George Rogers Clark 2

FCS Coaches Poll
SPARTANBURG S C API
The to{:
25 teams in the Coaches Fc•othali
Champiooship Subdivision poll Nrd
first-place votes in parentheses
through Sept 26 and previous
Record Pts
1 Appalachian State riei 4-0 ea
2 Villanova 16)
3-1 666
3. James Madison (3)
4-0 651
4 Jacksonville State lit
4-0 607
5 Delavvare
3-1 593
4-0 573
6 Stephen F Austin 1
7 William 8 Mary
3-1 489
3-1 472
8 Massachusetts
9. South Carolina State
2-1 417
10. Montana State
3-1 405
11. Montana
2-2 368
12 Richmond
1-2 357
13. North Dakota State
3-1 333
14 Cal Poly
3-1 301
15 New Hampshire
2-2 285
16 Georgia Southern
3-1 270
17 Eastern Washington
2-2 231
18 Texas State
3-1 215
19 Illinois State
3-1 171
20 Youngstown State
3-1 146
21 Elon
1-3 120
22 Northern Iowa
1-2 116
23 Furman
2-1
78
23 Southern Illinois
1-3
78
25 Central Arkansas
71
3-1

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
N Y Jets
2
1 0 667
Miami
2
1 0 667
New Engiand
1 0 667
2
Buffalo
0 3 0 000
South
W
L T Pct
Houston
2
1 0 667
Indianapolis
2
1 0 667
Tennessee
2 1 0 667
Jacksonville
1
2 0 333
North
W
L T Pct
Pittsburgh
3 0 0 1 000
Cincinnati
2 1 0 667
Baltimore
2
1 0 667
Cleveland
0 3 0 000
West
L T Pct
W
Kansas City
3 0 0 1 000
1
San Diego
2 0 333
Denver
1
2 0 333
Oakland
1
2 0 333
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Philadelphia
2
1 0 667
Washington
1
2 0 333
Dallas
1
2 0 333
N Y Giants
1
2 0 333
South
W
L T Pct
Atianta
2 1 0 667
New Orleans
1 0 667
2
Tampa Bay
2
1 0 667
Caroltna
0 3 0 000
North
W
L T Pct
Crocagc,
3 0 0 1 000
Green Bay
1 0 667
2
Minnesota
1
2 0 333
Detroit
0 3 0 000
West
W
L T Pct
Seattle
2
1 0 667
Arizona
2
0 667
St Louis
1
2 0 333
San Franctsc0
0 3 0 000
Monday's Game
Chicago 20 Green Bay 17

All Associated Press members in
Kentucky are eligible to participate in
the high school football poll Those who

BG 55 HANDHELD BLOWER

$14995

Henry County Junior Livestock Association
Annual Fall Trail Ride & Lunch
Saturday, October 9, 2010
Cherokee Hills Ranch

With Purchase of the MS290,
MS 311 or MS 391 chain saw

e-4

GET STIHL

P RvE arEciED

gr-

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net

STIHLdea ers.com

Open to all uho %ant to ride their horses or wagons
Cost $10 per person
I st ride out 10 a.m./Lunch 12 Noon/2nd ride out 1:30
Serving grilled hot dogs. hamburgers et bologna
malt all the trimmings.
Prties will he given away at this time
(horse boarding & Nsture rental available)
urrent negative cowl. required and will he checked al the gale
%'e are also selling chances on a Nebraska Billy Cook Saddle
for 85 each. }int de nor hare to be present to % in.
Directions. GPS address is 2149 Billie Branch Road. New Concord. KY.
Hwy 79 to Pans Landing. take 119 N to Billie Branch Road. turn left
The next left will be Cherokee Hills Dr
onr,-,rnat/c,, rqease contact
P.I.schan '37-536-4 3.' Chris Beloale 731-445-3887
R4,0 iwso,, '31 336 -Z 7,1 O.' Cinch Wilson 731-693-4943
c(m,..eeds oc, to the hiCJL A scholarship fund
sr, 'on,11^,; pro,pded

VILEACE PARIS
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Others receivIng votes Liberty 58,
Northern Arizona 54. McNeese State
53, Western Illinois 50, Alabama State
35, Southeast Missoun State 34, Penn
27, South Dakota 27. Watford 17
South Dakota State 10. Grambling 10,
Morgan State 7 Weber State 7, Brown
6_ Jacksonville 4 Sacramento State 3,
Harvard 2. Missoun State 2. ArkansasPine Bluff 1 Robert Morris 1

NFI, FOOTBALL

$35995

AdverbSerS

the firSt inse

ate lne Daily
voted tor INS week s
Independent. Ashland Daily News
BowItng Green. Tomes-Tribune Corbin
The Advocate,Messenger Danville The
News-Enterpose. Elizabethtown The
State Journal Frankton °ally
Enterprise Hadan The Gleaner
Henderson Kentucky New Era
Hopkinsville Lexington Herald-Leatle)
The Courerslcxtrnal Louisville The
Ledgeelndependent The Middlesboro
Daily News The Murray Ledge: 8
Times. Owensboro Messengeolnquirer
The Paducah Sun Appalachian Newt)
Express. Pikeville Kentucky Enquirer
Fon Mitchell WKY X WLKY WLLK
INTVO

)

MS 290 STIHL FARM BOSS'

REAL IVIF N
AR CHAPS

Nobody can protect your AUTO
. any better than we can!
111
S. 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
.
•
SCOREBOARD

01.270.767.0085

SELLING BRAND OF

1E EN CPISRD

Ilaverstock Insurance Agency

•Tigers

Your Premier Exhibit CO

hlurray Let

Masthay
boots
career-long
punt for
Packers
Staff Report
Murray High graduate Tim
Masthay punted three times for
150 yards Monday night for
the Green Bay Packers in their
17-14 loss to longtime rival
and divisional foe Chicago
Bears.
Masthay set his career long
for a punt Monday night. ousting his previous career high by
ten yards when he blasted a 58yarder with just under two minutes remaining in the first quarter.
Masthay. a 2005 graduate of
Murray High. was inducted
into the school*, Hall of Fame
last Friday night.
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AfAredisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
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Poll
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ireylous ranking
Record Pts
16) 4-0 681
3-1 666
4-0 65!
1) 4-0 607
3-1 593
li
4-0 573
3-1 489
3-1 472
e
2-1 417
3-1 405
2-2 368
1-2 357
3-1 333
3-1 301
2-2 285
3-1 270
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2-2 231
3-1 215
3-1 171
3-1 146
1-3 120
1-2 116
78
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DEADLINES

Sk ;0(olumn Inch, 60', I)iscount 2nd Run
Mr . Discount 3rd Run.
1
i i ,.!, i RI, l'.1,;roi,Om, i',•,.
per rolumn inch extra tor Monday (Shopping Guide)
i i rsa i A 1 -,....

Nonday

Fri.10a.m.

Smart SVC!

Fri.10 &tn.

Tuesday

••• 25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
mill-a tor smart Saver I Mon Classified, go into Smart Saver.
The publisher maintains the right to relect or edit any sonmated matter
t .1 o. sl.., II 4,iLLL .\....11-L_ll. .
It tL oi_i_o'oiL al ois_t L2s..1.1&A tolli‘lo. a

Non.10am.

Slalnesdri

Non 12p.m.

Thursday

Sled.101.m.

Friday

Thur.10a.m

Saturday

Thir.12 pet

smis
VISA

Happy Birthday
Mikey

L T Pct
O 0 1 000
2 0 333
2 0 333
2 0 333
FERENCE

GET THIS 1X1

Pct
.667
333
333
333

0
1 0
1 0
3 0

Pct
667
667
667
000

0
1
2
3

0
0
0
0

Pct
000
667
333
Coo

1
1
2
3

0
0
0
0

Pct
667
667
333
000

OTIS

17

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made
PI:111 l't \IRK!\
P.ATCH •
Airport
Ftlitolly

...Mi.

as, atwas
.
Congles
753-613'2 •-293-11348
jer &
T,htes consiaers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuractes do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Must have own automobile, good driVing
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave,

No credit check. Criminal check. 3 yea'
residency required. Zero drug policy.

Call (270)437-4113
& Friday 9-4
in_ Tuesday
Wed. 12-8• TDD 711
Buying & Selling
old U S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves.
quarters. dimes.
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Mattress Sale

DISCLAIMER
Vv'hen axxe,ing the
help wooed- section
on inn Liasialied,

JUST give us a call,
we•Il be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ACCOMPANIST vvant
neces
ed Piano
sary. organ skills a
Wednesday
plus.
nights and Sunday
mornings
First
Presbyterian Church.
Pans, TN. 731-6422962
LOCAL CPA firm is
seeking an expen
bookkeeper
enced
Only applicants with 2
or more years of experience should apply
This is a full time position
with
benefits
including health insurance and participation
in a company retirement
plan
Compensation will be
based upon experience Mail resumes to.
Box #187. 632 North
12th Street Murray, KY
42071

murrayledger corn.
xviu will hs7 redirected
iohnetwork com
Bs detauli,
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this V. ehmte
tiow eve', as a national
wehsite. not all ilstiney
on the phnemork corn
.ue placed through
the Morras Ledger
& nines Please call
11, 11 !,, k1U 11.11:0 an)
questions regarding
the Alurra area
Job halm!. Thank }on
DRIVER position
Well established corn.
pany
taking applica
tions for the Hardly
area Applicants must
be dependable, harc
working and relate wel.
with
customers
Seeking driver for Inc.-ii
deliveries with a
A CDL. Excellent Li
fits
Please
senc
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Hardin. KY 42048
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME
Janitor
Position
available.
Must be able to Lift.
have knowledge cf
Buffers. Shampooers.
& Basic Handyman
Skills. Apply in person
at 1505 Stadium View
Dr
EOE
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
PIT or FT depending
on qualified candidate
diesel mechanic assistant CDL and diesel
engine experience a
plus but not required.
Weekend
work
is
required
M-F 8-4 Phone 270767-0191
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications foi
Full-Time and PartTime OTR drivers
Must pass DOT US
and physical. be at
least 25 years old
have at least 3 years
verifiable OTR experience in last 5 years. no
accidents or major violations on MVR
M-F 8-4 Phone 270767-0191
HOME-COOKIN .-,
Restaurant
seek
experienced. reliabie
fast pace workers
dishwashers.
cooks. and wath
Send
Day Shift
resumes or name and
number to P.O. Box
1040-E
PART-TIME NP or PA_
Please mail resume to
1040-F.
Box
PO
Murray KY 42071

Close Outs

required

Overstocks

Webpage

0
2 0
2 0
2 0

now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Pet
667
667
667
000

Pct
0 1 000
0 667
1 0 667
3 0 000

Taking Applications for •
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Hilldale Apartments

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905
nett/

dun,

League
IFERENCE

L
O

NEED EXTRA dASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay -

20i MUM- Arl
Nifty. nifty
guess who's 50?

la

Pet
0 667
0 667
0 667
0 333

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Happy Birthday

IrriS 1

4

Fawn Equrpmen1
Heavy Eou.pment
Sports Equipnwnt
Ft...y:4d
Musical
Mobs* Home Lots For Sale
*WNW Homes For Sale
kloOrle Homes Foe Rent
Motu* 14otne Lois For Rent
Closeness Rentals
Apartments Foe Rent
Rooms Foe Rent
Houses Foe Rent
54oesge Rennin
Commeecial Property
Pets & Swains
Lireslocli Supplies
Pubitc Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

MBC Storage

NOTICE: Adam Molt has vacated our rental
proprrty last month, on %Nue Farms and has riot
picked up all irl his property am hereby giving
none that if it is nut picked up within 30 days
ta-ri.ms the pruperly or MiNue Farms and sold
fur repairs needed to the property 0/23710

Liberty 58
icNeese State
Alabama State
State 34 Penn
Vottord 17
Grambling 10
State 7 Brown
imento State 3
Ile 2 Arkansas-

1
1
1
2

190
196
X10
210
220
214
270
260
265
300
320
330
340
360
370
340
390
410
425

Legal
Notice

n

0
0
0
0

130
140
150
155
ISO
165
ISO

Lep& Nub.
Notice
Pecsonals
Financ
Rocinunine Welled
Lost nd Found
Help Wanted
Poulton Wanted
Dc.rnesIts ClskIcare
Busnyess Opporlundy
Flecironus
Gomparle.s
Apphance Parts
Want To Buy
Artwles FOf Sale
Appliances
Home Fur/usnings
Ardopues
Lawn Garden

010

D4

1
1
1
3

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position.
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday
VVe offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

This. firm is an equal
opportunity employer
and does not discriminate on the basis of
race. religion color.
sex, age. national origin. disability
Send resumes to
Homan Resources
R.T. Vanderbilt
Company. Inc.
396 Pella Way
Murray. KY 42071

ileT7'
Bntthaven of Benton is currentty
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also oHer
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOLAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Exciting opportunity in Pans Tennessee subur
ban area working as ADMINISTRATOR of a
member family practice group. Successful car
dictate will have a degree in Business
Management or Accounting with MBA or CPA
along with 5 to 7 years experience in healthcare including Medical Office Management.
Member MGMA
A wide degree of creativity and latitude is
expected.
E-mail resumes to practice consultant at
goodcasedbellsouth net or call 615 482 361C
JOB Opportunity for
energetic entrepreneur
must be based in the
Murray area and have
successful business
experience Call 615330-8193
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family, Now hinng Day
& Night shM servers.
and bartenders for
Part-time weekends
Apply in person 270761 -THAI
NOW
Hiring
for
G ameStop
Management and parttime help Job Fair on
Wednesday 9/29/2010
from 10am-5pm. For
management e-mail
resume to.
intrtnei.

PECO
Accepting
resumes
Ail sales careers
& other positions
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray. KY
42071
RESTAURANT
Manager
Needed.
Competitive
Salary.
Paid
Vacations.
Insurance
E-mail resume to
loyce25 yahoo co

LOCAL company has
an immediate opening
for a Chemist
Education
BS'BA
degree in Chemistry
Hours: Swing Shift. 7day operation.
Essential Duties and
Responsibilities
Sample preparation in
compliance with laboratory SOPs. performing chemical analysis
using standard techniques,
performing
data review and calculating data, recording
and reporting data and
any unusual test occurrences to the supervisor. performing routine
maintenance of instruments. conforming to
lab 0A.00 practices.
perform other duties as
required
This firm otters a competitive compensation
and benefit package
including health insurance Me insurance.
short and long -term
disability
insurance
paid vacations and holidays and 401k
Successfully passing
pre-employment testing required. Post offer
drug screen. physical
and background check

Childcare Openings
270-873-2029
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE SEEKING
HOUSES,OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502
usiness
Opportunity

s

2
Histonc Location
Licenses.Lot,Inventoy
Building & Fixtures.
for $3001i
270-534-1241

MDM COMPUTERS
Serv,ce Sales
Repa,rs.Upgractes
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-604)4
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109
Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043
WANT TO BUY Good
used moped scooter
Call 270-873-7949

Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
'1e5: the county ha-,
ail Tenon Tidwell

44

753-9075
(270)227-2193
WASHER & dryer
I stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
'605 E South 12th sr

(270)753-1713
220
Musical

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
Guitar, Piano,
Drums & more.
Learn Any Song
U Want!!'
Play By Ear!!!

(270)978-1961j
Mobile Homes For Sa*
•*OWNER Finance**
3BR, 2BA. nice country
setting on 10 acres
$4,950 down $695/mo
2875 Walnut Grove Rd
Hardin 615-397-3171
2BR & Lot, $12.900
?70 '53-6012

2BR. newly remooeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed
Ouiet. rural setting near
iake No pets $580
includes
Security deposit and
references 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

Artictes
For Sale
(2) 05 Gas easy go
customize
carts.
$2.900-$3.300
293-6400
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend N
Treasures Free gifts
for kids Buy and
appraise coins 27°753-4161

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR 1604 Miller $250
1BR 1606 Miller $350
Large 3BR. furnished
utilities paid
1606
Miller $900
270-519-2699
IBR price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898

2BR IBA Duplex.
CHVAC. all appliances, trash. quiet
safe neighborhood
5475/mo. I month
security, no pets.
(270)519-4831
2BR duplex No pets
753-0259
2FiR, IBA, water &
trash
:ncluded..
5425/mo.
270-719I 654.
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished.
$600/month. no pets
753-2225 or 759-1 509after 5:00.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
1st Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Dow
Apartments
1505 Diuguid 13rive
IBR & 2BR Apis
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Qua: Dpeoriunev
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BH apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus. C/H/A, W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2BR. duplex with
carport No pets 27°227-7414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

le 1.• /..

fir11
:
1

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON EIEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
WATERFRONT
For
Rent. 3BR, 2BA, with
sun-room. 2300sgft. 3
aces overlooking KY
Lake. More info go to
ww‘s harnlimakeretreat corn
or 436-5091. Leave
message

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
vIrside cltmate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Commerical Prop For Ren-ti

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

308
12th
North
1,000sqft Now Cherry
Tree Available October
1st $750/mo 270-7539212
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
4,51000 00/month
270-492-8211

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
LIMITED Use
Shop/Storage I 9•x49
block building. electric
only, clear and dry
interior Downtown
Murray $2501month
Call 270-753-4059
J &I. RENTALS
NIINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
orner of 121 S & Glendale.
IOXIO $25 10415 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

Pets& Supplies

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC,
CKC.
male/female
$300$350 270-251-0310
evenings
Yorkie-Poo
Jack
Russell puppy Male.
4/mo, has all shots.
house broken $75
270-873-8048

SUBSCRIBE

GET INTO

•
1
Iti‘
vr I

VICTORIAN one bed- s
room 5 miles from
Sully( ribe lor all your homehnin 1044111 at tior
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
MI RRAI
remodeled Large deck
with great view WD.
LE1)17ER &TBIES
refrigerator.
stove s
Very quiet All utilities I Home Delhery
Local Nlail
paid including electric s 3 mu.
$30.00
$600imo plus deposit
3
me.
535.00
s 6mo.
S55.00
270-492-8211
$63.00
s I
SI05.00 6 mu.
I yr.
$110.00
s
All Other Mail
s Rest of KV/TN
41tkhan4n.
Subscription.s
1 & 4BR Houses
mu.
$75.110
$70.50
s 3 mo
Lease
&
Deposi
$00.00 6 MO.
$96.00
a 6 mo.
Required
270-753
3120.00 I .Sr.
$145.00
s I ,r
4109
3BR, carport. fenced C
i heck
Money Order
Visa
MX
backyard
storage
shade. patio no pets.
Name
5685,mo
270-293St. Address
6070
House/Duplex in
City
Murray For Rent $375 I
State
I
Zip
month plus utilities No
Pets
Daytime Ph
Call 270-978-7382
Mail this rinmin with pas nt
NICE
'IBA.
20R.
Murray Ledger & Times
C'H:A. 3 acres. pnvate
P.O. Box 1040
setting. 3 mi. from
Murray. KY 42071
Murray $500/mo. Pets
Or call 1270) 753-1916
OK 227-0430
•

s
s
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510
Campers
Murras I Mot I. Ilaws tai
Mort,,

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom,
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors
Hardwood
Formai dining, custom
cabinets. open fioor
plan wrth lots of naturai
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270
753-2905

New 24
Bedroom hoin in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Propert
Professionals
293-7872

Motorcycles ATV'el
Lob For Sale
1414 Oakhill
Dr
Campbell
Estates
145x17.5ft perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 270
978-0876
Acreage
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
$70,000.
270-4354001

Large 2900soft, 3-4BR.
1 5BA.
Hazel.
or
Commercial
Residential use. Open
floor plan with 10' ceilings, ornate interior
270-293-8431

2004 Honda Rancher
$2.200 270-293-0079

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsaies com
270-753-4461
2005 Camry LE, black.
58,000 actual miles
1 /owner new Michelin
tires $10,500. 270293-0226

2003
Springdale 30tt
,

$10,90( 293-4602
5.30
Services Offered
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisf,action guarantee.
753-1816 227-061
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Addrtions, remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks. home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HF.RE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL. 753-1916

i

Check us out on the

A-1 Lamb s
Professional Ti.ee
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733i
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions Remooehr
Roofing, Vinyl Siaing
Laminate
Floors
Repairs workers comp
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
work
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Churir Val Purer

TRAVIS
ASPI-IA
Pasing..Seatenating
& Hauling
I Os. TRAVIS

27(1-753-2279

most e.rperienced
at West Ay.
403 Tont Taylor Trail

From (Drywall &
. Painting to •
. Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
vve Do It AIII
• No Job,To Scot'.
- 270-111"4-01116 or visit our website

753-7728

FREL ESTIN'ATE,

%Essig
lou cun count on the

Hill Electric
Since 1986

2003 Pontiac
Bonneville SLE. Fully
loaded, 118xxx miles.
$5,500, 270-978-5375

Somas Offered

24 noun mimics
Res.ConL. & Ind
Lii.ensed & Insured
All irihs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
,,ut garages, gutters,
& tree work

fisrituckYleke
nemodwing.cem •

FLAWLESS
FINISH Pressure Wasbing
Houses Patios &
Decks,Sidewalks &
Driveways,.Vinyi
FenceS &Siding

Can today FarA
Free Estimate,
270-562-2228

LEARN TO FLY
q-1 Murray
Pri)fessional Flight
Instruct:on
•Flight Pes,riew
*Discovery Hight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Ca
88

LA

IRE

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured 489.
2839

ihics IN \sit
\\ \(,} \II vr
tiheekIN &
id! pidups
• localI;, nedii Ter
759-1151 • 293-2783

293-2784
1iamilton Granite
& Marble
,3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8067
•
1),plav-1
Handyman Work
Odd Job, Hopa,rs
HoMe. Auto
Plumbing. Carpentry
Light.Electricai
Yards. &
Nit1Cri'More
No Job Too Small
Jacob270-978-0278
ML Garage Coors
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators 270293-2357
_71

Distiller's Dinner features Jim Rude
Special to the Ledger
Jim Rutledge, Four Roses
Master Distiller, will be the featured guest at the Carson Center
Distiller's Dinner on Saturday,
Oct. 23. A member of the
Bourbon Hall of Fame inaugural
class. Rutledge has been Master
Distiller at Four Roses for 25
years. He is a popular and
ambassador
knowledgeable
throughout the country and
overseas on behalf of the bourbon industry and Four Roses.
The Distiller's Dinner will
begin with a reception with
Rutledge in the beautiful Paxton
Family Lobby of the Carson
Center in historic downtown
Paducah. The caterer, Artisan
Kitchen, will serve a four-course
dinner in an elegant setting on
stage in the main theatre. Chefs
will delicately lace some dishes
with the featured bourbon I hour-

Jim Rutledge
bon apple brie panetini. bourbon-braised short ribs. and
vanilla-rose flan with bourlx)n
truffles). Guests also will enjoy

pan-seared sea scallops, vidaliapear salad with honey-lime
dressing, and other delicious
fare. Beverage choices will
include Four Roses small batch
and single barrel, house wine.
beer and soft drinks.
Throughout the evening.
Rutledge will share the an, science. and romance of bourbon
making. His uses his talents in
chemistry'. artistry and craftsmanship in making unique bourbons at the Four Roses Distillery
in Lawrenceburg and warehouse
in C.ox's Creek. With a heritage
dating back to the 1 860s - Four
Roses has become a preeminent
brand in the United States.
Europe and Japan.
The Distiller's Dinner will
start at 6:30 p.m. Reservations
are required. and can be made
by calling 1270) 443-9932. ext.
240 or 241. Proceeds will bene-

tit the Carsoi
profit perfot
serving the F
The Center I
acclaimed pel
arts educatii
through higl
and adults.

The first
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ident of Mak
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Brothers Wit
sponsored a
Dinners.

Miranda Lambert Revolution Tour opens new seats for
Special to the Ledger
i)tilLials from
Miranda
Lambert's Fall Revolution Tour
have announced that they are
releasing some previously held
production seats.
Production -kills" are usually
held back from sales to the public until tour officials can deter-

mine that guests won't be subject to any sightline obstrtictions. Joe Santiago, general
manager for the CFSB Center.
formerly the Regional Special
Events Center. says that these
new seats are in prime locations.
"We are pleased to let the
Miranda Lambert and Eric

Church tans know that great

lormances

new seats have been added to
the manifest." he said. -This will
be a great show and this is a
great opportunity for those fans
who haven't purchased yet to he
on top of the action."
Lambert's
Miranda
Revolution Tour, featuring per-

Church and J
at the CFSB
Oct. 8 at 7:3
be purchase(
master.com.(
I -800-745-3(
chased at the

tense. Though you don't mean to
cause a problern. you could.
Calm down and have a longoverdue talk this morning. If you
are uncomfortable, you don't
want to put off this conversation
any longer than need be, for
your sake. Tonight: A must
approach.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Stretch by walking in
another
person's
shoes.
Through empathizing. you'll gain
both understanding and detachment. Be careful with a crack or
sarcastic comment. Don't take it
personally. Tonight: Feed your
mind.

have a corr
you realize
been left out
rience could
miss a beat
information a
er's expertist
the midnight

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2010:
This year, your imagination and
intellect go into fifth gear. As a
result, you often see solutions
way before anyone else. Travel.
new experiences and an opportunity to live life in a new way
continue to reinforce the process
of growth toward less rigidity. If
you arc single. you could meet
sotneone quite exotic. spintual
or even a foreigner. This person
is likely to be part of the many
openings of your year. If you are
attached, decide as a couple to
do a workshop together or plan
that special trip. Share more and
love niore. GEMINI presents
tnany different views.
The Stars Show the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your efforts to make
inroads with a loved one or
another key person in your life
finally seem to reap results. Still,
be careful with this person. He or
she could be more flaky than you
anticipate. Tonight: Meet up with
friends.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your fiscal wisdom might

by lacl
be more in demand than you
realize Although you could feel
taken aback or astounded by
another person's reaction. you
need to maintain a steady
course. Tonight: Check in with a
loved one or child who could be
hurting.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Trust in your ability to
mend bridges. Others appeal to
you for your ability to network.
They like your originality and
style. Confirm an important
meeting. Don't make assumptions. Tonight: Beam in exactly
what you want
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Pull back. You also might
want to come in late to work or
call in_ Worry a little less The
quality of a project can only be
enhanced by some downtime.
You might take another person's
comment
too
personally.
Tonight: Talking up a storm.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to zero
in on the essentials while others
want to talk fluff. You might wonder how you can reconcile the
difference_ Recognize that the
chasm might not be as deep as it
looks. You might discover people's moods are what is causing
the separation. not the ideas
Tonight. Where the party is_

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be overly

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Deal directly with others. Sometimes you prefer to let
someone else be your messenger. Express compassion and
give up being a judge_ You'll
come out on top of your game.
Tonight: Listen to a loved one's
suggestion.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others provide a lot of
insight into their behavior without
realizing it You might be smiling
within. but don't share those
thoughts at the moment. Timing
means everything A boss could
flip from one point of view to
another. Tonight Where people
are.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Just as you think you

AQUARIUS
***** Yoi

control of a
realize. Ever
clearly disag
doesn't mear
Question w
within your
Tonight: You

PISCES (Fet
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LEARN TO FLY

'
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8vs exp 2938814
LAWN Care Seivice.
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15. 27C,
753-2405

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming.
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839

H
NI ‘N.

MITCHELL
BROS..
PAVING
Re5idential
•Asphaltitistallati:;•
Maintenance
4e

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do or,cur
Readers using this
intormation do so at
Mei, own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Tirnes. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
• ..

[

(270)759-0501

• v.rrkli. & ,rxt,1,11pii.kups
• localls,,wrieilioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

FREE kittens to good
homes All five of the
kittens are males
These kittens have
been through a-lot and
were taken in as strays
when they were around
5 weeks old The
momma cat has beer
placed in a loving
home. buf the kittens
need homes They
vet
been
have
ROOFING Licensed
checked. but they have
and fully insured
not received their first
Home
Adam's
shots They have beer
Improvement
treated for worms eye
irk and fleas. The kit3 CRETE, LLC
tens are 7-8 weeks old
ApplianCe
weaned. & litter box
Concrete Repair
Repair
trained They are all
No fob too small
ALL BRANDS
very cute & playful If
you are interested or
270-293-7971
Ward Elkins
have any questions
www.3crstetic.com
270-753-1713
please feel free to call
Michelle 0 270-2937107 or
Tree
YEARRY'S
Charlotte 0 270-227Service Free esti0999 If no answer
SIM
mates Phone 436- x
please call leave a
2562, 227-0267
message
S.tioku is a number placing puzzle basad or 4x5 god vote
dtaect tc plaae the 'lumbers 1 tr. 'a
se,eral un,en rumbeii,
and eact
ir tbe ernrb, square, 'hal aacb rcv. each
centains the same number a,l, ,nee Tee difficulty 1...,tb
3x3
d
SJoCtay
,
ft
4
'
,
tft
,
/0-3,
of trw Ger w
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
*Locally owned
and operated
.•Free Estimate,
6 (IC & Ins
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res Jim Rutledge

!ared sea scallops, vidaliasalad with honey-lime
ng, and other delicious
Beverage choices will
le Four Roses small batch
ingle ban-el. house wine.
lid soft drinks.

roughout the evening.
ige will share the art. sciand romance of bourbon
His uses his ialents in
stry. artistry and craftslip in making unique hourit the Four Roses Distillery
vrenceburg and warehouse
it's Creek. With a heritage
back to the1860s - Four
has become a preeminent

in the United States.
c anti Japan.
e Distiller's Dinner will
it 6:30 p.m. Reservations
quired. and can be made
Iling 1270) 443-9932. ext.
r 241. Proceeds will bene-

fit the Carson Center. the nonprofit performing arts center
serving the Four Rivers region.
The Center presents nationally
acclaimed performers as well as
arts education for preschool
through high school students
and adults.
The first Carson Center
Distiller's Dinner featured special guest Bill Samuels Jr., president of Makers Mark, in 2005.
Subsequent dinners have featured Master Distillers Chris
Morris of Woodford Reserve.
Frederick Booker Noe III of
Knob Creek. Harlen Wheatley
of Buffalo Trace, and Jimmy
Russell of Wild Turkey. Roof
Brothers Wine and Spirits has
sponsored all six Distiller's
Dinners.

wens new seats for concert
h fans know that great
ieats have been added to
Inifest.- he said."This will
great show and this is a
opportunity for those fans

iaven't purchased yet to be
ot the action.Lambert's
ninth'
ution Tour. featuring per-

romances from both Eric
Church and Josh Kelley_ will he
at the CFSB Center on Friday..
Oct. 8 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets can
be purchased online at ticketmastercom. charged by phone at
1-800-745-3000, or can be purchased at the box office.

by Jacqueline Bien
Though you don't mean to
a problem. you could
down and have a longue talk this morning. It you
incomfortable, you don't
lo put off this conversation
onger than need be, for
sake Tonight A must

ach
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Stretch by walking in
er
shoes.
person's
gh empathizing. you'll gain
inderstanding and detachBe careful with a crack or
5tic comment Don't take it
nally Tonight Feed your

IRO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Deal directly with othomehmes you prefer to let
prie else be your messenExpress compassion and
up being a Judge. You'll
out on top of your game.
it: Listen to a loved one's
istion

have a complete perspective.
you realize some details have
been left out. Though this experience could be frustrating, don't
miss a beat as you seek out
information and perhaps another's expertise. Tonight Burning
the midnight oil.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***air You could be more in
control of a situation than you
realize. Even thcugh sorneone
clearly disagrees with you, that
doesn't mean you aren't right-on.
Question what is happening
within your immediate circle.
Tonight: You need some fun!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Keep your best interests
in mind, which might look like
taking the day off again or simply
not sharing a lot. It is best not to
say anything until you clear your
head A close friend or loved one
also could be somewhat unpredictable Tonight. Do only what
you want.

17ARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
* Others provide a lot of
t into their behavior without
ng it You might be smiling
. but don't share those
hts al the moment. Timing
s everything A boss could
om one point of view to
er. Tonight: Where people

IICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
* Just as you think you

BORN TODAY
Singet Jerry Lee Lewis (1935),
TV host Bryant Gumbel (1948),
Polish labor leader Lech Walesa
(1943)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigancom.
lc) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Home
Most people consider where they: are living as 'home" but for me, Murray will

always be my home. I grew up from the
age of 11 in Murray and lived there for most
of my adult life. When you live in a small
community as long as I have you form lasting friendships that miles cannot erase.
This column is more about my Murray
experience than a Netherlands' experience
but sometimes I think we all need reminding of what it feels like to call Murray,
Talip
Kentucky HOME.
Talk
I was able to spend two months in Murray
Martha
this summer and during that time, I
Finney Andrus. became a tax paying home owner again.
Guest Writer
Thanks to good friends at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors who worked long
and hard in my long distance home search which culminated
in my owning a nice home in Calloway County. Now when I
return for visits, I will be able to spend that time in my home
town in my own house. !I's a great feeling to know I am again
connected to Murray not only through family and friends but
with property.
It was a wonderful, exciting visit and I am always amazed at
the differences ! feel as soon as my feet land on U.S soil!!
The simplest way to describe it would be "comfortable".
I think for anyone who lives away from their hometown.
especially in a foreign environment, you are never quite -comfortable" or to do so takes a long time of residency but you will
always be the 'foreigner". Spending time with my sons is
something i need to do as any Mother can attest. Spending
time with old friends with whom you share a past is comforting
and rejuvenates your soul. I am so fortunate to have the most
wonderful friends who allow me to not only stay in their home
for an extended time but will also pitch in and house hunt,
ciean walls, hang curtains and move furniture. Friends and
family who come together to celebrate your visit and a new
home. spending "special" time with my two sons. their 90+
year old grandmother. classmates from Murray High. celebrating a 40th Anniversary, and visiting with relatives, these are
the things that can be described as "being HOME".
My Dutch partner was so amazed at how quickly and easily
things could be accomplished in buying a house and then having all those -things" that need to be done in order to own the
home, furnish it and do whatever repairs are needed. For me.
only in Murray could I have called on friends who are involved
in the home owning/repair businesses and have them respond
so quickly and know that you can trust their opinions and their
work. These are the things that let you know you are HOME.
Murray is a wonderful, caring. sharing community and I will
always be proud to say that I grew up and lived in this atmosphere. This year I was back for the 4th of July and it was a
heartwarming experience. I saw so many friends from the past
and present and also felt the pride of being an American.
Home is not only where you -hang your hat". it is a place that
you feel comfortable, where you have family and fnends, a
piace where you lived and raised your children, a place that
you can call on friends and others to lend a helping hand, a
place that you know when you call a business that you will
receive a friendly, helpful and trusting experience. If you are
lucky enough to have experienced all of this in Murray,
Kentucky, then you are also truly HOME.
THANK YOU. MARTHA ANDRUS
We have other homes..
Call Us...270-753-1492

.13(
Loretta Jobs Realtors®
MI N. 12th St.• trinerjty Square
Murray,
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Annual festivities to kick off
Friday, Oct. 1, with rodeo,
concert, other activities

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wrrter
HAZEL, Ky. - The Hazel Celebration's
21 st Anniversary is coming up Saturday
and there's a long list of exciting events
planned to celebrate the unique history of
Calloway County's second-largest city.
"Hazel Day" will officially kick off
Friday, Oct. 1. with die CSRA Dynamite
Rodeo Series scheduled to take place at 7
p.m. at State Line Ranch & Home's TNT
arena as part of the festivities. A concert
featuring "Bordertown- will take place
preceding the rodeo from 4-6 p.m. The
concert will be free to those that purchase
a rodeo ticket. For more information, contact the store at 492-6144.
Of course the big day will be Saturday
Oct. 2, when the celebration gets into high
gear with many events planned all day.
It starts with a pancake breakfast scheduled for 8 a.m. at Hazel Methodist Church
at 505 Main Street. Not far away the
Hazel Woman's Club Annual Open Car
Show will take place on the grounds at the
Hazel Community Center on Barnett
Street. Registration will take place from
8:30 -11 a.m. Judging will begin at I 1:15.
At 10 a.m. the Hazel Celebration parade
will march down Third Street from Hazel
Cemetery to State Street. Trophies will be
awarded for entries winning first, second
or third place. All entry sponsors will
receive a participation ribbon. Those
wanting to participate are asked to line up
at the cemetery at 9:30 a.m. 'There is no
entry fee and pre-registration is not
required. 'The event is sponsored by
BB&T Bank.
Meanwhile, an antique tractor display
will be featured in BB&T's rear parking
area on Barnett Street featuring the
Purchase Area Antique Tractor Club.
However all antique tractor owners are
dger 8. Times
invited to display their equipment. The
iturday. This event
will take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
)ns that will
Featured throughout the morning and
y moming. noon hours will be "old fashioned" cake

walks. The walks, planned for 10:30, 11
and 11:30 a.m. as well as noon, 12:30 and
1 p.m., will take place on Center Street.
Anyone that would like to donate a cake
or other baked goods for the event is asked
to contact Vivian Kaeo at 492-8052 or
email - bobvivian@wk.net.
Hazel Baptist Church and Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Calloway County will sponsor a Kid's Area event from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the lawn at Hazel Baptist Church.
lnflatables, pumpkin painting and "all
kinds of other fun things" for youngsters
to do are planned. Musical entertainment
will also fill the air when the band,"Great
River Road" plays on the main stage from
II a.m. to 3 p.m.
A wide variety of food choices will be
featured along Center Street from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. from a food court to be set up
next to Hazel City Hall. An arts and crafts
and flea market event will be placed nearby between city hall and Hazel Church of
Christ.
A pie-eating contest sponsored by The
Cabin gift shop will take place near the
store. The event will pit 6 to 11-year-old
pie eaters against each other at 11 a.m.
with contests featuring 12 to 15 year olds
at I p.m. and those 16 years and up at 3
p.m. Those interested in entering the contest may do so by signing up at Hazel
Celebration inforrnation booth located in
front of city hall. The information booth
will be open from 6-8 p.m. on Friday, Oct.
1 and from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 2.
Winners of the Little Mr. and Miss
Hazel contest as well as parade winners
and this year's grand marshal! will be
announced from the main stage around
10:30 a.m. Also, political speakers will
take the stage from noon to 1 p.m. and a
drawing for a 32-inch, flat-screen TV will
take place at 3 p.m.
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40-year Hazel resident to be honored
by city officials at Saturday ceremony

A r • 442 6284 • u..u•narophateoroene Ref

TNT ARENA presents
NON-PRO BULL RIDING
Friday, Oct. 1st 7:00 p.m.
Admission $5.00
Call 731-336-3108 for more info
Next to Stateline Ranch & Home - Hazel, KY

BLUE MOON ANTIQUES
312 Main Street, Hazel, KY
270-492-8069 Store
270-970-8412 Cell
www.bluemoonantiques.biz

Haz

0

McClure

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL. Ky. - 40-year Hazel resident
Hazel McClure has been chosen as grand
marshal of the 21 st Annual Hazel
Celebration.
McClure. a retired nurse from MurrayCalloway County Hospital. says she is
honored by being selected and is looking
forward to representing the city during
ceremonies and activities Saturday.
"I'm all right with it." McClure said.
"It's a bright privilege to he chosen.
Come on down and we'll have some
fun".
As an LPN in MCCH's labor and
delivery section since 1948. some say
McClure has helped to deliver about half
the children in Calloway County dunng
her time. But she is primarily being honored for her dedication to Hazel.

McClure currently supervises the Hazel
Apartments She has been a member of
the Hazel City Commission and has
taken part in many activities that have
taken place in Calloway's second-largest
city.
McClure was horn in Panorama
Shores. but later moved to Almo. She
moved to Hazel when she was in the seventh grade with her family.
"I've been there every since," she said.
pointing out ways she has tried to help
over the years. "Eve gone with the
niayor for a ride around Hazel to point
out the things that need doing."
McClure will be honored by city officials as part of a ceremony Saturday and
will ride in the Hazel Celebration
Parade.

Elect Crystal Haunted Barn opens for celebration

GREEN
Hazel Mayor
CrystalGreenForMayor com
E ._rystal Green

Hazel "c" mart
Breakfast Snridwiches
Chester Fried Chicken
Piccadilly Pizza
Gas, Ice, Lotto,
Grocery & Discount
Thbacco
Open 7 Days A Week
5:00 a.m. - 10 p.m.
270-492-M66
Just North of the Railroad
Tracks in Hazel, 10

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL. Ky. - Hazel's Haunted Bam will feature even
more scary. haunting scenes when it opens next week just
in time for the 21st annual Hazel Celebration.
Hazel residents Chad and Michelle Sharpe will host the
month-long event near their home near the intersection of
Meyers and Third streets beginning Friday.(ktober I and
continuing through Halloween night.
Those that bring a canned food item to donate will get $1
off the admission price per person. The donations will go
to Murray Need Line. Everyone is invited down to

Calloway County's second largest city for the spooktacular
event on Oct. 2. 8, 9, 15, 16. 29. 30 and Halloween night
from dark until 9:30 p.m.
To get to the site from Murray. drive south on U.S. 641
and tum left on Lavender Street just north of %while
Ranch & Home. Go to the stop sign and turn onto Meyers
Street The bam is located near the third home on the right
on Meyers. Children under 5 years will he admitted free.
So for some frightful fall fun. head down to Hazel's
Haunted Barn for a good Halloween scare.

Charlie's Antique Mall
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Blue Bell Ice Cream
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The Comer 6hoppe
Antiques and Collectibles
PO. Box 85 • 3fX) Main Street • Hazel, KY 42049
Email: comershoppe(oapex.net
(2701 492-6255
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TOM BEHR'i.'Ledger
Hazel residents Moline Bennett, left, and Kathi Farris, left. hold the special "Hazel Quilt" Bennett made special
for the upcoming 21st annual Hazel Celebration. The quilt will be auctioned off during the event.

Proud Supporter
of
Hazel Day!
,Y074.Y Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(270) 75:1-5273 • wuw.parkerford.rom

Call 731-247-5453 for more Info
Next to Stateline Ranch & Home - Hazel, KY

MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR OPPORTUNITIES

BBSil
Best Bank In Town
Stnce 1872

405 Main Street - Hazel - 492-8136
500 Main Street
Murray
767-2265

BANKING

1104 Chestnut
Murray
767-2290

INSURANCE

602 S 12th Street
Murray
767-2241

INVESTMENTS
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Hazeiwoman,saubAnnua,
Open Car Show
Saturday October 2, 2010
Hazel Community Center

Hazel, Kentucky

REGISTRATION 8:30 to 11:00 a.m.
Trophies for '
is Place
Ribbons for 2nd & rd
Place in Each Class
loo Point System

Stock Production

19oo - 1948

8 Stock Production

1949 1969

A
L

Stock Production

197o -1989

D

Stock Production

1990 - present

E

Modified Car

F

Modified Car

1949 -1979
198o • present

C Camaro:Trans Am

Door Prizes

H

SPECIAL AWARDS
BEST FORD
BEST CM
BEST MOPAR
LADIES CHOICE
CLUB PARTICIPATION

1953 1982

i Corvette
i Corvette

1984 - 1996

k

2005 • present

Icor 2oo4

Corvette

L

Mopar Stock

196o • present

M

Mopar Modified

N

Mustang

196o- present
1964 .1975
1955 1957
1955 .1957
19oo - 1934
1935 • 1948

0 Classic Chevy Stock

JUDGING STARTS
at 11:15 a.m.
ENTRY FEE
$20 ‘t ict Entry)
$15(each additional)

TOM EE i4R`rzi.edger 8 Times

Michelle Sharp, lett, and John "Scooter'
Paschall, right, members of the Hazel
Celebration Committee, present a Tshirt commemorating the 21st annual
Hazel Celebration tc Hazel artist Glen
Earl Newman. Newman designed the
logo on the shirts as part of his contribution to the event coming up Saturday

REFRESHMENTS
Homemade Ham & Beans
Fresh Combread
Hot Dogs Chips Drinks
Desserts

Photo provided

These scary ghouls will be waiting for you and your family inside Hazel's Haunted
Barn opening Oct. 2 during the 21st Annual Hazel Celebration. The barn, located
on Meyers Street in Hazel, will be open to the public each weekend through
Halloween

R

Street Rod Sedan or Coupe

S

Street Rod Truck

modified Truck
u modrfied Truck

Eadi Vehicle may be
entered irrto 3 dasses

I3on't miss
any of the
fun and
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at this year's
annual
Hazel
Celebration

P Classic Chevy Modified
Q Street Rod Sedan Or Coupe

T

DASH PLAQUES TO
70 ENTRIES

1967 - 1972

Corvette

v

Showroom Stock(AHOnginal)
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V

Motorcycks

Z

Display Only(no entry fee)
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Proceeds from the Car Show support
various club donations and projects
For more irtformatton aDout the Car Show,
please call 270-492-8197
Event held Rain or Shine
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• TERMITE SERVICE
• PEST CONTROL
• HOME REPAIR
•INSPECTION • GUTTERS
in fiLsiness For Over 40 Years!
Our Family, Protecting Yours
Chad Parks, Manager
939 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY
753-6433 4. 1-800-264-1433
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